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The following etymologies are the result of studies in comparative 
Semitic lexicography and etymology made during the last three years. 
With Professor Ember's generous aid I have winnowed out much 

chaff; some will naturally remain. Much new etymological material 
of mine bearing on the other Semitic languages has been included. 
Even where it does not affect the Egyptian directly the impartial 
application of our principles to the various languages of the group 
cannot but prove reassuring and stabilizing. In this way, moreover, 
the Semitist will be able to catch a glimpse of the gains which will 
accrue to him from the study of the oldest monuments of Semitic 

speech. The earliest Egyptian records antedate by fully five 
hundred years the inscriptions of the Akkadian kings (ca. 2850-2700). 

1. 3d, 'rage' = , 'crash, roar' (iiy.sL), 'thunder'; hence the 

thunder-god is Hadad, like RAgimu and Ramman-Rimm6n), related 

(Haupt) to )o, ' roar' = 

•1 
(GB'6); cf. also 

j.ALso 

and . In 
a word of such evident onomatopoetic origin the shift between : and h 
is not surprising; cf. h'R (I•1; cf. c'pboiaa) and 1.~0. A pho- 
netic change is also possible; cf. iw, 'be'= "?V (~'~) and iwr, 'be 

pregnant' =-'7 (both due to Sethe). The association between 3d 
and 3dw, 'crocodile,' is hardly more than paronomasia. 
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2. 3sh, 'reap.' I would regard this word as denominative from 

Dsh, 'sickle'= Coptic 08C. Since the Egyptian sickles were usually 
(and always originally) made of flint set in a wooden frame, we may 
compare Eth. AIh:, zh, 'flint.' The consonantal structure is 
identical. 

--irrt-see crt. 
3. iBhi, 'overflow'; i'1t, 'inundation.' This word is surely 

Eth. hA-i:, aih, 'flood, deluge,' especially of the KaraKXvrry6s. 
Dillmann's comparison of A : (denominative) and 9.1h :, 'descend 

(from heaven)' is very doubtful, and the combination with -5 , 
'fall,' is more than doubtful. I would find the stem in Assyr. mjh•2, 
'hurricane,' used almost interchangeably with ab2bu, 'flood.' For 
the etymology of the word cf. Ar. )ahhu" or ihhu", 'filth' 

(=) 
*, 

LA, III, 480) and 

xil=a. . 

I AA, 

. i..j." , a gruel mixed with oil. Comparing the rhyme words 'ahdhu 

(cf. s.v. wss), raha&'u, and mah&aul all meaning 'pour, soil,' etc., and 

the parallel development of 
J., 

baldlu, 
.4., 

etc., whence 

.5_ and bubbulu=ab2bu, I would suggest a root-meaning 'pour.' 
--ib-see Cb. 

--if-see cf. 

--iCm-see Cm. 
-icrt-see Crt. 
4. iwc, 'heir.' In an article in ZA, I have shown (independently 

of Torczyner, WZKM, XXVIII, 465) that Assyr. ablu, 'heir' 

(> Sum. ibila), is derived from hbl (J.0, M, stem of b1I, 'vapor, 
transitoriness'), 'to change,' a primary sense from which all the 

meanings of the stem may readily be deduced. 
3.0, 

'be silly,' is 
a parallel to. 

., 
sanu, etc. (JAOS, XXXVI, 229), and is not a 

transposition, as Brockelmann thinks, of = = Eg. bhi, 'flee' 
(Ember). It might have been added that the pre-Islhmic gods Hubal 
and cAud (y , 'change') are in all probability different forms of 
the Arabian Chronos (cf. Orelli, Die hebrdischen Synonyma der Zeit 
und Ewigkeit, p. 107). Ablu, 'heir,' is an exact parallel to 

.i.&i 
, 

'successor'; the stem appears in Arabic as 

'. 
,'be deprived of a 

1Note 
also , ' pour,' and 

, 
'drizzle.' 
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son (mother),' a privative development or, more probably, in view of 
the synonym A..(*, 

•.• 
(1V , 

' cluster of grapes'), euphemistic, 
'have a son, be fruitful.' Ar. hdbila points unmistakably to the 

primitive matriarchate. In view, therefore, of ablu and hallfa I 

propose the combination of iwe with OAw:, 'change,' primarily 
perhaps 'turn, twist,' which appears in Arabic as J•y (cf. tAw- := 

Jij, 
l=;q-=-••i)=b. r. 

J• 
z means & Al 

&" 
, A 

":, 'his mother was deprived of him' (LA, XIII, 511, 10). Literally 
the phrase means 'a wailing was made for him'; its origin is none 
too clear; LA gives a variant ay JL= . Perhaps we have to do 

with a popular etymology (J,?, 'wail'), and the idiom had the 

original force 'his change turned, he died'; cf. .kz, 'become poor.' 
Or Jkz may have meant 'be succeeded' or 'be deprived of a suc- 
cessor' (cf. above for 

.S. 

and I ); cf. i, 'die,' properly 
'cause one to succeed (at the heel).' Ar. caiiil (pl. ciial), 'family, 
children,' may thus have meant 'heir(s), successor(s).' JL6, 'pro- 
vide for one's family' (LA, XIII, 513, 18 f.: 

)Ugz 
L.. 6r4 U 

o'p• 
id 

u~•, &y5 
.J1) is an interesting analogy to 

and 
.i 

, which exhibit the same development. GB'6 is probably 

wrong in combining J.I? with 
- 
1, 'suckling,' Rh~I, op4od;, "' , 

'boy,' etc., which belong solely to 
.J.", 

'suckle,' and the related 

?y7, stem of ,'17, primarily 'suckling,' like laki2 (cf. s.v. irtt); 
uldltu (HW, p. 71b) means 'nurse,' and is a formation like qurddu, 
'warrior' (uldlitu, 'weakness,' is properly 'childlikeness'; there is no 
valid evidence for a stem ?5X, 'hinfiillig sein'; contrast Dennefeld, 
Geburtsomina, p. 32). Accordingly I would connect iwc, 'heir,' and 

iwc, 'reward' (see below), with clw, cwl> *cwi > iwc. My etymology 
of the homonym iwc, whence the hieroglyph, representing a bone 
with its flesh, connecting it with ,z', 'mend, of a broken bone,' is 

as doubtful as the origin of the Arabic word. 
5. iwc, 'reward,' seems to be analogous to abdlu, 'pay,' originally. 

'give in exchange,' like y , etc. For the development 'pay, 

reward,' cf. fq3, 'reward,' which I would combine with Ji, aqalu, 
'pay' (properly 'weigh out'; cf. t6C); 

a., 
aldmu, 'pay, 

begleichen,' and uulmdnu, 'present'; also belohnen. 
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6. iw6:, 'masturbate' (e.g., Pyr. Texts, 1248; later rationalism 
made a goddess lusas consort of Atum-Rc), and (7) iw.w, 'balance' 

(0182N). The stem of these words, *iw', I would connect with 

I, I: , 'be level, equal, like'; for transposition, especially com- 

mon with the weak consonants, cf. iq = 
.), 

'ascend' (Ember), 

irt, 'eye,' and M'M (Ember), above on iwc, and below on wt, etc. 

For iw"w, 'balance,' note that JJX= r,'make level,' has the 

specific sense 'equalize the two pans of a balance.' Ar. Al= 
eMI, means 'pollute one's self accidentally (by emission of semen) 
so as to be hindered from prayers.' A hint as to the original sense is 
offered by sa >u"h, 'milk running from the teats without being milked.' 
For the development cf. sdhula, 'be level, equal, easy,' whence 

ishdl is 'diarrhoea.' Accordingly 
,yI 

= 
.? 

(in the meaning 

3J.J c4~Xl; see below on Mnw), which is only another proof 

(iw`3w= • •x? 
) that pornographic words and symbols belong 

to the oldest precipitates of civilization, and hence are of the utmost 

importance for sociogenetic studies. Another value given for 

*i" , l4 ~ ~l , means primarily 'level.' 

8. iwd, 'separate' = ,, 'repulse, ward off'; cf. ?f, 'ward off'= 

'separate,' etc. (there are many parallels in Semitic). 

'squander wealth,' is 'separate (one's self from it).' A related stem 

is perhaps I, 'drive, repel' = d:r (Ember). 

9. inp, 'child, offspring'= w&A4 :, 'egg' (cf. ideogram for ?'wht 
used for s3, 'child, son'), 

iJ.i 
, scion, sprout' (KB, VI, 1, 327; 

VG, p. 234:=liblibbu, 'offspring'; cf. =?*, 'tendril, branch.' 

Similarly l1bu means both 'offspring' and 'palm shoot'; cf. Schorr, 
VB, V, 190). However, I am still inclined to think with JAOS, 
XXXVI, 228, that el-bu, 'grow, flourish,' belongs with 

._ 
instead 

of with (Jensen). To the illustrations there cited add )y , , 
both of milk and of rain, fertility, and note that Assyr. libP is a 

synonym of tuhdu, while LJ ='to milk the first milk of a ewe,' 

clearly connected with 

.U. 

Ar. • is used in the sense of 'fer- 

tility' like Lat. uber. The root meaning of the stems lbb (whence 
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libbu, 'body, heart,' primarily 'entrails,' like 2", q3b), labzl, layu 

( J), lapdpu is 'turn, twist,' applied hence to 'tendril, sprout.' 
For i< t cf. iqr= /, idt, 'dew'= * i,, (Ember), i'q= W5, 

(Mtiller), etc.; for p< b cf. cpi ='•1 (Ember), pig = 
"*. 

(Ember), 
hsp = hezb, hp3 = henbert (below), etc. 

10. iri, 'make, do' = uarz, 'bring, lead,' just as rdi (q.v.)= redz~, 
'bring, lead, cause, produce.' Excellent parallels are Lat. ago 

(•,= 
'drive, lead'), and treiben=tun; for others cf. s.v. rdi. 

, 
wZw:, 'throw,' are like a), etc. It is very possible that uar' 
is connected with i'W, 'see' (irt, 'eye,' Ember), in view of at , 
'see,' properly 'come upon, find,' like =1: . It is also possible, as 
Vollers suggested (GB16, s.v. '11) that andN and Mi"I bear a 
relation like amdru and 

".•, 
connected through the causative 

'show.' However, I will refrain from penetrating deeper at present 
into these glottogonic jungles. 

11. irp, 'wine'; cf. s.v. ?dh. 
12. irtt, 'milk.' I would associate this word with , 'strike 

the breast of a mother in milking or sucking'= 9; LA, X, 198 

has: of a O L+. L zL 4. ? kb 4 j 1f~lAJ1 JJ b r 9' 
;)dJ 

g-• 7• . 
The lukac is explained as a 'colt' (muhr) or 

'foal of an ass' (gahs'; also='gazelle,' probably Eg. ghs', 'gazelle'), 
meaning primarily 'sucking colt.' A young boy (..A 

. ~••.? 
1) is 

called by the same name (cf. on cdd); this is the Assyr. lakz, a 

synonym of Cihru, s'erru (Eg. sri < rir, 'be small,' Ember), uldlu (see 
on 

iwwc), etc., meaning properly 'suckling,' like sverru in the myth of 
"Ea and Atrabasis." In the "Descent of IJtar," 1. 36, ana Cihri 
laki lubk sa ina 14 amigu = "For the infant, the suckling I will 
weep, who before his time (his mother has deserted," after the 
goddess' descent to Hades). The meaning of the root lak is 'bite, 
prick, sting, suck,' as well as 'strike, stroke, milk' (cf. the.develop- 
ment of y6'Xa), values which are found in a large number of more 

or less related stems (cf. thA :, 'impress, inscribe, stick'; KJ, JU, 

JQ, etc.). As usual in such words we have rhyme formations 

(which remain to be studied in Semitic, where the difficulties to be 
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surmounted are much greater than in Indo-European); cf. 
J.: 

J~: 

5 (Eth. w70:, 'give milk to drink,' and w7? :, 'strike, prick'= 

) ='prick':'stick':'sting.' We need hardly enumerate here all 

the similar stems, including those with; (aj), da = &. 
(cf. . and e), etc. While 

irtt may be derived from another 

stem of our root lak (rt; that t= 2 is the palatalization of k is now 

absolutely certain; several illustrations will be found below, s.v. twf 
and tpht), a direct connection with C3, lak' is by no means 

impossible; the c is often lost in Egyptian, as in wg3, 'be wretched'= 

(Ember); ng3, 'touch, grasp'=Y i (Ember, AZ, LI, 116); 

inq, 'embrace' = ? 
.Wi*. 

; idr, 'flock' = ~Y (Ember); q:bt, 'nipple' (for 
*qcb= *kcb, by partial assimilation)= Ar. kucb (Ember); dw:, 'morn- 

ing'=tXid (Ember); dw', 'pray'= . (Ember). 
13. isw, 'recompense, price,' is to be combined with c51, 'be 

opposite, correspond.' Cf. maitru, 'price,' from mahdru, 'receive,' 
properly 'be in front, opposite'; ma ar = Iizd&; mithuru means 'corre- 

spond'; cf. also on iwc, 'reward.' Eg. isw, 'old,' would then mean 
N7:1 P'T (Dan. 7:13), 'advanced in years.' 

14. isq-see next word. 
15. ith, 'shoot (an arrow).' In Gen. 21:16 archers are called 

nrp ?nt" , properly 'those who stretch the bow.'" Ar. 

L.= 'stretch out, throw'; taha"n is 'level ground,' like sath (Assyr. sihpu, 

'surface,' KB, VI, 2, 96, 1. 2, exhibits the same development); Ls, 
'depart,' 'perish,' is clearly a modification of the same basic idea. 

Related stems are b, 'stretch out, spread,' b =, , 'Pdr : 

(a causative, as Ember pointed out many years ago), 
.. 

and 

CY ; the ideas 'stray, perish,' come from 'stretch, incline'; 

= 4Jl, 'throw down, hurl.' rit, 'smear' (whence Itdatu, 
'bribe,' as Haupt has shown; cf. my article in ZA on tensi, tud, u), 

1 r p W *1",i means, according to Haupt, not 'foot the bow,' but ' subdue it, force it to 
bend.' Assyr. mulmulla nasdku (Creation, IV, 101) I would explain as 'set the arrow (on 
the bowstring), shoot,' like t:M "=:'I (Pap. Eleph., 56, Col. 1, 1, 3), lit. 'cause the 
arrow to ride (on the bowstring).' 
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is 'spread, coat'; the stems with h probably have no connection. 

E.g. ith also means 'drag,' of a net; cf. Gardiner, Admonitions, 
p. 86. A related stem is perhaps Eth. i'dPh :, 'heap up, pile,' 
originally 'spread out' (Dillmann; cf. Is, 'pour out,' and sapdku, 
'heap up,' which exhibit complementary meanings like kardmu, 
JAOS, XXXVI, 228). 

I had combined idq, 'wait,' with w(o4-:, 'draw the bow,' com- 

paring i'p, qu? y, 'wait,' i.e., 'be on a stretch,' and l, ) 9, 
? = aqu, 'watch, wait' (cf. Haupt on tupp'= =•t, ZA, XXX, 
96 ff.), before noticing that Miller had combined it with . 

", 
' be 

firm, reliable' (MVAG, XVII, 3, 75, n. 1). No doubt Miller is 

correct; Ai. is thus the Arabic equivalent of w(4-.:; idq, however, 
is naturally not a loan-word. 

16. ci, 'shout' (for 
*Cici)=a•mO0:, 

'shout' (for 
*a0a 

0 :), 

•~Y, 
Sz? (cf. 

•_•). 17. CCw, 'sleep' (for *cwcw or *iCw; see Erman, A'Z, XLVI, 96 ff., 
on the assimilation of i to c; the opposite process also occurs)= 

z), 'wake up' ( ';i'), watch, pay attention, remember.' For 

the antiphrasis see Ndldeke, Neue Beitrdge, pp. 86 f.: 
d.:., 

'sleep, 
wake'; 

.), 

'watch'= Tigrifia harrasa, 'sleep,' etc. The process 
of transformation may have been 'collect one's self' (for original 
meaning cf. , 'gather,' and V' P, 'shovels'), 'pay attention, 
wake up, be wakeful, sleep fitfully, slumber, sleep' (for analogous 
shifts cf. s.v. thn). Ember compares rd, 'awake' (originally 'raise 
the head'; cf. Miller, RT, XXXI, 188, n. 3), and rswt, 'dream,' wrd, 
'headrest' (on which the Egyptians pillowed their heads). 

18. cf, 'squeeze out, strain, filter' (cf. uc)f, 'bind') =I ~, 'drip,' 
Assyr. *erpul > erpitu, urpatu, 'cloud' (= cf. modern 

. 
GB"6). A transposed doublet is C = A), 'drip';press, 

squeeze, cause to drip (of a skin-bottle)'; cf. , 'bleed at the 

nose.' The meanings of ccf and r. ) are so close that they may 
be identical instead of doublets. 

19. cb, 'bind'= -, itJ. (cf. 
*'-"), 

whence DY, 'people'; 
cf. kimtu= , (as in cAmmu-rauih = Kimtu-rapastum; see Lucken- 
bill, JAOS, XXXVII, 250 ff.), from kam', 'bind'; iaLt , 'turban,' 
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is 'what is bound' (around the head). The interchange of b and m 
between Semitic, Egyptian, and Coptic is extremely common, Eg. 
cb, 'horn,' I would derive from cb, 'bind'; the horns of cattle are 
bound to the yoke; cf. qarn, 'horn,' miqran, 'yoke.' While in 
Palestine the neck-yoke was regularly employed, in Egypt the yoke 
was almost invariably bound to the horns; cf. Schifer, Priester- 

grdber vom Totentempel des Ne-user-Re, p. 170 and Fig. 11. One 

might expect a word like cb to be primitive, but cf. midr, 'ear,' and 

irt, 'eye,' etc. Even ", qarn, in spite of its too obvious similarity 
to cornu, is perhaps to be derived from 79, qardnu, 'gather, join.' 

The stem cannot well be denominative; cf. t', 'gather,' whence 

probably 
I)', 

~p, 'read,' like lego, 'lesen.' Ember calls attention 

to the fact that Mdi has the same development. It is true that KI'p 
is usually taken to be onomatopoetic, like b~ and qri, 'thunder,' 
but np, 'read' may have been influenced in its development by the 

meaning 'collect.' I would connect 4;", hw (Ember), at2 (whence 

audtu, 'word,'Ungnad), 'announce,'with 4S , hw (Ember), 'gather.' 
20. cbc, 'boast'-see next word. 

21. cm, 'swallow'== 
", 

'swallow, gulp down without sipping 
or taking breath' (LA, II, 61: 

. 
v .r y ? . 

J• 

. 
• ., . .. 

1), a force closely akin to > and . 

Eg. cm means also 'absorb' (e.g., Pap. d'Orbiney, 14, 1). Hence 
Ember is inclined to connect cm with cmi, 'know' (i.e., 'absorb, 

learn'), and .. However, it seems to me preferable to separate 

the two stems, combining cmi with and cm with .,. Very 

possibly cbc, 'boast;' comes from the same root; cubdb (= cubb, gubb)= 
'first swelling of a torrent, flood' (= abtbu, with Landberg, Datinah, 
II, 394 f.; vocalization is like at~idu = catfd, wzdlu = gazdl; cf. also 

1"1'.= 
uradu), 42.o ,14 J51. A flood swallows and gulps 

down everything in its path.' From the idea 'swell, of a torrent,' 

1 Hence means 'take the whole of a thing, be comprehensive,' a meaning 

illustrated in various ways; is 'wide, spacious.' For development cf. 

I., 
A., 

. 
From 

, 
is developed also the meaning 'shine forth, be bright, 

pure, clean,' Eg. web, which Ember has combined with ( , 

•.4 , 

'light of 
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come 
,r. 

and *, 'pride, boastfulness, haughtiness,' with which 

cf. cbc, 'boast.' 
22. cnh, 'live'= y , 'live.' For h = 

•~ 

see above, in the intro- 
duction. A possible secondary ni need afford no difficulty; verbs 
with prefixed n are very common in Semitic, while infixed n is found.2 
In Egyptian we have a number of cases of affixed n, originating, 
perhaps, in the idmnf form; as sbb-sbn, 'mix' 

.( ., 
labdau 

[Ember]; sbb is used of mixing dough, just as in Assyrian; cf. Gar- 

diner, RT, XXXIV, 64, and Haupt, AJSL, XXVI, 16, and note 63), 

qgn, 'be hard' ( Ti , Ember), hwn (*"11, 'live,' Ember), etc. 

Moreover, we already have in Arabic a stem •,, ''raise, support, 

invigorate.' Nacr, 'bier' 
(. 

. ) ma may be compared, as sug- 

gested by Ember, to Cnh, 'mummy' (for this meaning cf. Naville, 
Litanie du soleil, p. 97, and Sphinx, IX, 89). Both expressions are 

evidently euphemistic (cf. C xy = •). 
It is most improbable 

that Zj = has any connection with LW . The primary mean- 

ing of U: , 4 sxj (root cas) may have been 'support,' hence 

'nourish, keep alive.' The force 'live' may develop from 'keep 

alive,' just as in the case of baldtu, 'live' (bullutu= 
S'); 

cf. 4 
: and mu~iuru). Eg. cnht, 'grain' (Gardiner, Admonitions, p. 49) is 

compared by Ember with cais'and hw (see OLZ, XIX, 73). 

the sun') =ebdbu, 'be bright, clean'; cf. nabfi, 'be brilliant' =nab , ft), , 'gush 

forth, of a fountain,' and 
nabd•u, 

'flash forth, shine'= A ,, synonym of 
• (nabdtu 

8a Aamsi, 
mi=--' 

JI 
.). 

Eg. lbw, 'radiance,' may be connected with 1,14i, 

'flood.' On the other hand, wbn, 'shine,' is probably not QJ.5, 'flow,' but band, 'be 

bright' (Ember), in view of bnbnt =ziqq4ratu and iumu babbanu (for *banbanu)= umu 

tizqaru, 'renowned name.' Nor has ,'day,' any connection with 
, 

'flow'; 

)l 
is a secondary formation from , while 

, 
'flow,' seems to belong with 

Eg. hr, 'to milk' (-, 'flow'), and the rhyme formations and , 'flow,' both 

used also of milk. 

1 Parasitic n is common in Coptic, Aramaic, and Ethiopic. 

2 For infixed n cf. ;1) and 6I. (kappu= "; kippdt ergitim=Tl"t 
* 
fl#), 

and ., • ~ sandqu (Haupt, Brockelmann) and 
?.A** , sdqu (root probably 

•_A). Also affixed nis common; cf. . . 'be hrd,' "~ . " etc. , ? ),ec 
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23. nh, 'sandal strap' (cf. Gardiner in Hastings' Encycl. of 
Religion and Ethi<s, VIII, 20 f.), is to be connected with Lt , 
'bend, twist'; cf. JI1" ( 'i ) from = ! 

-=' 
, 'twist, bind, 

tie.' According to Ember Cnh, 'swear,' may be derived from the 
stem of cnh, 'sandal strap,' just as crq, 'swear,'== l. (Ember), in 
the sense 'bind, confirm.' Naturally cnh may be a denominative, 

analogous to , 'salute.' 
24. crt, 'snake, uraeus' (icrt, ccrt; cf. Erman, 

AZ,. 
XLVI, 96 ff.). 

I am inclined to derive this word, along with (25) crt, 'book roll,' and 

(26) i rrt, iBiit (for crrt), 'vine, tendril, twig,' from a stem *cr, 'twist'= 

,'delude, deceive' (garr is 'fold in a garment'; cf. also 1y and 

.y, 
'twist, bend, deceive,' etc.). There are several Assyrian words 

which may belong to this stem -instead of the parallel ardru, 7' , 
'bind, curse' (i.e., 'ban'): irru, 'entrails' (cf. Haupt on irrn2, 'Mohn,' 
ZA, XXX, 63); irru, 'sling'; arru (N'•), 'bird catcher.' Eg. icrt, 

'serpent' is 'the coiler'; cf. parallels quoted under wtt = 

, 
y. 

I'rrt, 'vine,' is 'the twiner'; crt, 'book' is hardly 'IV, 'skin' 

(Brugsch), but is analogous to 
md•3t, 

'scroll'= 
- 

.'M 

.(Ember), from 

the same root as dd3, 'head'= t4n (Ember). 
27. c~i, 'hang, be suspended' (Coptic I 

• 8, 'hang up') 
=y 

), 

S), 'be soft, lax, indolent' (cf. aha nada, 
x••p wrapE,~iv7), 

'loosen,' with which we may combine ACl•a:, 'open' (Dillmann, 
col. 293, compared 

•, 
"~ , which is obviously improbable); cf. 

., 
'loosen,' and 

*i, 'begin' (h•t, 
Ember), R'1:, surr , 'open, 

initiate, begin.' 'To cause to be loose'='to hang,' so ,)I= 'let 

down' (curtain, etc.). Through the development 'suspend, let 

down, drop, pour' we arrive at 
c.?I 73, 'sprinkle, of rain,' and 

rahi, 'pour, impregnate'; for rahdhu cf. already s.v. 
i•B. 

Ar. 

is clearly connected with 
.); 

for ,, 'tread under foot' (to 

soften); cf. with the same meaning (Assyr. asdru). For c=r 

cf. the 
ch•, csm, 'hawk,' which Ember has identified with " 

= 17, 
'vulture.' 
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28. chm,'extinguish (fire),' is hard to separate from 
., 

'be 

extinguished (fire),' originally perhaps connected with .L. , ?L, 
'cover, hide'; fire is put out by suffocation; cf., however, o2= and 

U?, which suggest a rhyme formation. Ar. 
C. 

, 'be stifled, 

choked' (by sobs, of an infant; LA, IX, 414, ?? 
I 

,.I 
~ i ), forms perhaps a bridge between chm and 

... 
Ember suggests a comparison with z , 'be dry, arid'; cf. 

ib2 and bulla, 'extinguish.' Ar. r , however, is perhaps a 

modification of A , 'be dry' (of herbage), which originally 
meant precisely the opposite, 'sprout, flourish' (uus'bu= unnubu, 

227). One might also think of i , 'be violent,' with the force 

'suppress.' 
29. cdd, 'boy,' = Vm:7, 'calf,' from = J.., 'hasten' (originally 

'roll'); cf. 

'l_ 
, etc., and , ' flee.' Eth. 

h•IA 
: (with N!), means 

in general 'young animal,' also 'child.' For the association of ideas, 
cf. Eg. nfr, 'colt, boy'; mdru, 'boy, son,' and miru (Ar. muhr), 
'colt'; N"0, 'boy,' and ' 

't, 'lamb,' 1Uc, 'lamb, kid'; N517, 

01& :, 'colt,' and '1, 'boy'; 'kid'= -'child'; in Spanish pollo 
('cockerel') means 'boy,' while in the United States 'chicken' may 
mean 'girl.' For d<l cf. on ddb= 

... 
The change is not 

uncommon in Semitic; cf. Haupt, JBL, XXXV, 322, and Barth, 
Etymologische Studien, p. 45 (7e := nagl, 'race, posterity'; Ai7 :, 
'ass' = cil, 'wild ass'-in both cases with g, just as with cdd and 

ddb!). The change is also common enough in Indo-European and 

very common in Malay. We have in Egyptian d for r (also in 

Ethiopic; cf. Praetorius, BA, I, 45 ff.) in mdd, 'press,' and mdr, 
which corresponds to vax, 'milk by squeezing the teats between 

the fingers'=Eth. GDRZ :, 'chew.' 
30. wmt-see note on nhd. 
31. wn-see wnn. 
32. wnwn, 'shake, sway' = Eth. *mol ('twmla n:, etc.), 

'shake, tremble.' 
33. wni, 'run'= , 'be weak' (MD', 'oppress,' is a transitive 

development; cf. GB16), connected with $), cS 
(AS..), 

and y 
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(with med. h as 
e'= '.IN, )I , 'day,' etc.). The development of 

meaning is shown by '=6'" , 'run fast,' to which Professor 
Ember directed my attention. We say 'run down'='weak, 
exhausted.' Eg. whn, 'destroy' (a wall) is to be connected with 

?.0, 'break, tear (intransitive), be weak, on the point of falling 
(wall)'; see Ember, A Z, LI, 117, No. 68. I would also connect 
with ?5 Eg. whi, 'forsake, escape,' which presents a development 
of meaning precisely like Assyr. masdru (for ya'dru), 'cut, sever' 
(=Eth. mw Z:, , etc.), muvIuru, 'forsake, escape,' and d.A(m:, 

'separate, split,' t , 'escape.' Many other parallels could be 
adduced. The n in whn is secondary; cf. above, s.v. cnh. 

34. wnn, 'to be.' The etymology of this word is so extraordi- 

narily intricate that I cannot hope to solve it entirely. I will there- 
fore present my ideas in somewhat apodictic fashion, leaving the 
decision to the future. Following a hint dropped somewhere by 
Renouf, I would regard the primitive meaning of the root as 'open,' 
Eg. wn, especially of vegetation, 'open out, ripen.' The original 
meaning is reflected perhaps in '"T, inda, etc., 'vessel' (Eg. nw, 
hnw, Ember, AZ, LI, 116); the secondary sense appears in 

., 
'ripen,' and 

•I, 
which is phonetically very close to the basic form 

of the root. From the meaning 'ripen' comes 'be fixed, appointed, 
of time'; cf. our 'maturity.' Hence is derived Ar. anda, 'maturity, 
time,' and, dn, a.dan, 'time, portion of time, moment'= Eg. nw, 
'time,' wnw, 'hour' (Ember). 'To come at an appointed time' is 
'to happen, befall' (Heb. '~3N, Pucal). Hence, again, we have 

M'•, 
'cause to fall (into), deliver over,' primarily 'cause to befall.' 

The reflexive Ljl easily assumes the force 'wait for the appointed 

time, delay, procrastinate,' whence also I, 'delay,' ~i, 'retard,' 

,, w, ''wait for' 
(Mt.lnlb', 

'look for an opportunity'). This 

meaning appears in Egyptian in the causative sin, 'wait' (Ember, 
AZ, LI, 117). Eg. wnn, 'to be,' may derive its force from 'to befall, 
happen,' like ir'lM (M1tF , 'fall'), or it may have meant 'wait, remain, 
exist, be,' like Eth. UAwm:=J , 'wait' (Praetorius, BA, I, 34, 
who cites as parallels 93h ;, si, and Galla tur), o, 'remain 

behind.' Eg. apr, 'become, exist,' is the Arabic 
I. 

, 'change,' as 
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first suggested by Ember. One might, following Dillmann, cite 
UAw 

:=JL_•, 
'change,' as a parallel, but Praetorius has provided 

us with a much better etymology of the Ethiopic word. An 
excellent parallel is werden, connected with vertere. In view of j , 
'succeed, be behind,' one might be tempted to compare hpr to It. suc- 

cedere, Sp. suceder, 'happen, take place' (tener lugar), etc. 
.. 

is 
Heb. 

7"1, 
'change, replace, pass by,' Assyr. haldpu, 'clothe,' 

properly 'put on a change of garments' (f"W'i). 
35. wnh, 'adorn, clothe'=Assyr. aladu (on ulluhu, 'adorn, 

clothe,' see Thureau-Dangin, RA, XI, 157), which must be kept 
separate from al4ju= = , N I, 'spoil, sour' (OLZ, XVII, 494). 

The stem is apparently to be associated with Eth. At hd:, 'be 
handsome,' tdthA:, 'adorn one's self,' and , 'shine.' Gesenius' 

combination of this stem with 
,~', 

'jaw' (Assyr. lahp, Eg. nh, 
Ember), is very probable; see the Thesaurus, p. 751. The root lah 
means 'be fresh,' hence 'bright, ruddy,' of the cheek, etc. In 

Ethiopic 

".~ 

appears (Praetorius, BA, I, 24f.) as 
P~•A:•h :, 'cheek.' The stems from our root appear in Assyrian (ald u, lah4pl, 

l4 u) and Egyptian (wnh, nan, nh) with h, while in South Semitic we 
have h; Hebrew and Aramaic are doubtful. Apparently there were 
parallel roots lah and lah in proto-Semitic. 

36. wrd, 'rest'== , 
'enter.' Wrd is presumably denomina- 

tive from a noun corresponding to Eth. M7lt:, 'hut, house'; cf. 

•U, 
'spend the night,' Assyr. bdtu, 'rest' (nubdttu, 'rest-day, holi- 

day'), from bait, 'house,' itself to be derived, with Haupt, from 

R1Z, 'enter.' Haupt also derives , 'spend the night,' from 

ldnu, 'inclosure.' Similarly, Praetorius (BA, I, 23) explains AO6L.:, 
'rest,' as denominative from a word corresponding to 

, meaning 
"auf den S6ller, das Oberstockwerk gehen."' 

37. whi-see on wni. 
38. ws., 'make water, piss'= , 'piss,' Assyr. sadaiu, 'dis- 

charge semen'; a vocabulary published by Jastrow, ZA, IV, 155, 
1. 15, has us-zu-a-ri-a== `ahd u. The Sumerian expression means 

1 Eg. wrd also means 'be tired,' which Ember thinks is more original, but may easily 
be secondary, like modern • ; see Haupt, AJSL, XXII, 198. 
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'to impregnate (a-ri-a = ra~ji, lit. 'pour water'), of a penis in coitus' 
(zu is used like Heb. P•); the ideogram for ka' (= .natu), 'urine' 
is US+A. This 'ahdau is entirely distinct from s'adu, 'bow 

down,' =;'M= ; cf. above on cbi. Eg. ss' stands for ss< s; the form 
with initial w is either secondary or corresponds to a 

*.. 
There 

is no difficulty in the dissimilation, which is paralleled in ss, q.v.; cf. 
usuzzu for uzuzzu (Haupt, BA, V, 471; Ylvisaker, Zur babyl. und 

assyr. Gram., p. 38), fT"' (Job 29:6), 'spread out,' for *"iD 
.= 

Uij (according to Roicka, KD, p. 180). In Coptic we have 

similar phenomena, as C0A) W for hif (q.v.) and OY() •C<w, 
? CNE, 'suddenly,' for sint. It is difficult to say whether these 
cases are due to metathesis or dissimilation; cf. 

. 
(like ), 

whence siresu, Assyr. sabasu and sabasu. 
39. wsi, 'saw'=-.), 'shave' (LA, XX, 270: 

• 
t 

•1 
iJ aIL 

•' 
JI 

-L u.). 

To the same stem belongs S3, 

'razor' (Borchardt, IZ, XLII, 78 f.), corresponding to ,? , with 

the denominative 7L , 'shave,' with which Ember has combined 

mDs, 'blade' (in the Pyramid Texts; note the partial assimilation to 
the m!). Formerly Ember combined wsi with r', wIPD:, 'saw' 

(Assyr. casdru, 'cut'), but since the sibilant excludes this he now 
connects Eg. 

sc, 
'cut,' with c for r is common. It is possible 

that 
• 

is related to ,I, 'leave' (cf. Assyr. 
munsuru), 

whence 

'leavings,' specialized in I and Eth. te9sit (Dillmann, p. 753). 
I will not undertake to decide whether L1, *asz, 'save, help, sup- 
port,' belongs here; U01, 

ususuu 
has a different sibilant, which 

Dillmann could not know. 
40. ws"b, 'answer'-see bi. 
41. wt, 'oasis'-see on t3. 
42. wt, 'wrap, wind'= ,iy (which Brugsch wished to combine 

with d~i); cf. wd= •'MZ. 
43. wtt, 'serpent' (especially in names of snake-goddesses Rnn-wtt, 

cb-wtt) = •,, 'serpent' (also 'bat,' as a variant of 
ly 

), from 

'coil up, of a snake'; cf. ;J., 'coil,' and - %"; . 
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(cf. 'coil' from colligere; Haupt, AJSL, XXIII, 228) and 

"'., X"1i; crt, q.v., etc. This is not the place to discuss the Phoenician 

TaavT. 
44. wdb, 'turn,' is to be connected with 

.., 

I , 'reply, 
answer' (Aram. ="5b): cf. wsb, q.v.; cni, 'turn,' Assyr. endA, 'change, 
suppress' ( , 'be poor, humble'= L z; for development cf. r , 
'be changed, become poor'), IM:, 'answer'; , abdlu (cf. on 
iwc); aMcLtow, replico, 'fold over, reply.'1 As the Egyptian clearly 
preserves the fundamental meaning, we must distinguish between 
two roots gb, one meaning 'dig' ( , etc.), the other 'vault, bend' 

(originally identical ? cf. kr, 'dig, be round'); cf. 
05, ?, kap , 

kapdpu, etc. Eg. wdb, 'bank, shore,' can hardly be connected with 
S 

, 'set of the sun' (cf. the cases cited under 8pr), since the latter 
is probably partial assimilation for 

.', , synonymous in several 

meanings, itself denominative from uaqb, 'cavity, grotto,' and mean- 

ing 'enter' (cf. 

. 

I , RI2, of the sun), Mehri ueq6b= Lj (Bittner, 

WZKM, XXVII, 129). We must explain it, with Ember, as 

'boundary, edge,' like limetu from la^2, c r, 
or 

. , 'side.' 

45. pii, 'flea,' may be compared with ij, 'remove lice,' which 
is naturally denominative. #J is also used of hunting for fleas 

46. ptr, 'see'= , IS, patdru, 'split, sever'; Eth. r.mZ: 
means 'create,' like b'12 and (properly 'cut, fashion')." There 
are a great many words in all languages which exhibit the develop- 
ment 'cut,' or 'pierce, penetrate,' or 'distinguish, see'; cf. e.g., 

., 'cut' = bar, 'see'; badru, ' cut' = l , ' see'; eLKVV, etc. 

47. fqN, 'reward'= ij, •p, s~aqdlu, originally 'suspend' (Assyr. 
suqallulu, Eth. Afi4t:, causative of ql, 'be light'), hence 'weigh, 
weigh out, pay.' For analogous developments see under iwc, 
'reward.' The interchange between f and 0 is common (ZDMG, 
LXIV, 634; BA, I, 43, etc.); in this case we may have a dissimila- 
tion caused by the dental 1. 

1 The priority in combining wd1b and ,. belongs to Ember. 
2 The word ptr in the commentaries to religious texts has nothing to do with •11 , 

"I1, as has been supposed, but means.' what is this ? '-a compound of the demonstra- 
tive pronoun pw and the interrogative participle tri (Gardiner, R T, XXXIII, 71). 
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48. mit, 'red granite'= ((, 'be red'), and means there- 

fore, in case the etymology is correct, 'redstone.' The hills of red 
sandstone hemming the valley in were called t: dsrt, 'the red 

(country).' Later m3t seems to have become the generic word for 
' granite' (cf. Wendel, Bau- und Edelsteine [Leipzig, 1888], pp. 66-73). 
I am inclined to consider a transposition of ",-,'be dark' 

(perhaps related ultimately to t=1, 'be black'= Eg. km, Ember). 
For the development 'red, brown, dark,' and the reverse, cf. on 

nh.i; 
note that sdmu means both 'red' and 'dark,' and that 

adummatu (= •T ) is 'dark red (blood),' opposite of s'arqu (=dsr ? 
cf. on nt'). Assyr. samtu affords no parallel, as it certainly does not 
mean "red stone" (cornaline, porphyry), but 'malachite' (Kugler, 
Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, 1904, Parts,4-5; GUG, however, is not 

IHAA+URUD but ZA+GUL, 'stone'+'carve'), the Hebrew 0=M,, 
which Myres has shown to mean 'malachite.' As has been pointed 
out, the stem is p, 'mark with bands or rays' (sdmtu<sdmtu 
under the influence of the sonant labial, which often changes S to s 
in Assyr.); malachite is sometimes most beautifully banded. Since 
malachite frequently occurs in botryoidal formation, whence the 
Sumerians gave it the name girim, 'fruit' (=inbu, =:;), I would 

suggest that Eg. mfk:t be connected with 

'•.', J,1, Jy 
K, 

'cluster of grapes,' 36?rpvs, from the stem c.; cf. fq:3= Ji; the f 
may have arisen through dissimilation.' Just as sdmtu occurs in con- 
stant association with ukn2, 'lapis lazuli,'. so mfk3t is found in paral- 
lelism with hebd. Assyr. ukn2 may be connected, according to 
Jensen's suggestion, with Kiavos, 'lapis lazuli' (Theophrastos, lrepL 
Mow', 55); KVae'EO means 'blue, indigo, black,' like ukn2 (cf. Sp. 
amarillo, 'yellow,' from 

. 
, 'amber [colored]'), 'blue, violet, 

indigo,' replaced sometimes by daDmu, 'dark' (= 01, 'black, 
dark green').2 Possibly hsbbd is connected with 1, 'black' (for 

1 Since malachite was much used in the preparation of green stibium, Ember may be 

correct in combining mfkit with 
•IM, 

'stibium,' connected with 21, 

.., 

'crush, pul- 

verize.' Eg. m.dmt, 'stibium' (kubl, or powdered antimony), whence Ar. it mid, Ember 

has happily referred to ,' 'anoint eye with collyrium,' from r', 'smear.' 

2 Foucart (PSBA, XXXII, 113) says that the modern felldb?n use iswid (~1, 
'black') for 'sky blue.' 
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secondary cf. Ember on bhs, 'calf'= 
', 

AZ, LI, 110, n. 4; 

"dbd is certainly an old word, though first mentioned in the reign 
of Sahur&^, according to Sethe). is connected with Assyr. 

suhhumu, 'maltreat' (Code of UIammurabi); cf. C , 'hate' 

(cherish black feelings), and 4*.?, 'malevolence' (cf. also Ar. 

dlima, 'be black,' zdlama, 'abuse, oppress'; zalm, 'snow-whiteness,' 
is antiphrasis). While Syr. 1`2 M=11N means 'be offended at,' 
RZZt , 'tawny, black,' is evidently ', 'be black,' which thus 

has a different sibilant from . Syr. =7i, 'oppress,' clearly 

belongs with and sabdmu, of which Heb. VVI is evidently a 

transposition (like masddu and "MU, Haupt, Bauer)-at last we have 
the etymology of l7;!1 Ember is probably right in combining 

oVr" with 4im, which would thus be directly connected with p, 
but cf. s.v. ?im for another possibility. 

49. Mnw, Min of Koptos. I would suggest that the ithyphallic 
god, whom the Greeks identified with Hermes, is in name as well as 
functions the analogue of Eros and KAma-deva. The stem is then 

'emit semen (man)'= , ft, while mind, manli (i) 
is sperma genitale viri aut mulieris. That the word is proto-Semitic 
appears from Assyr. minC, synonym of rdmu ( ), Barth, mri, 
Ember); minC, munni have the force of "jouir d'une femme," as 

Thureau-Dangin has pointed out (RA, XI, 153), being used specifi- 
cally of sexual intercourse. Several other words from the same stem 
have been pointed out in Egyptian by Ember and Ahlmed-Bey 
Kaml, the well-known Egyptian archaeologist (RT, XXIV, 17 f.), 
the goddess Mnit= I, mni, 'to die,' and , 'death,' etc. 

In the latter case the connection, however, is not direct; means 

properly 'fate' (what is meted out), while mni='reach the end of 
the journey' (lit. 'moor the ship'). The primary meaning of the 

1 Eth. OW0 : ' be unjust, oppress,' has nothing to do either with tM" (Dillmann), 

or 'rfr, bamdQu (Dillmann, GB16), but is transposition of *O~~D :, , 'be hard, 

severe, great' (like CA 
), 

whence O OYD: and the other words for 'bone.' Here belongs 
further Assyr. emegu (cf. Muss-Arnolt, s.v. amdgu); note that GBA1 has withdrawn the 

impossible combination with M7p - Y - 
. 
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root seems to be 'stretch, make firm' (cf. , "'J = imn, ' conceal,Y" 

mn, etc.) whence , manfC, 'fix, allot, count,' and mni, 'fix, fasten, 
moor.' From the sense 'stretch' comes 'desire' (like 3wi= 

t.• 
, etc., 

Ember), Ar. ?43, whence 'be lustful, satisfy lust.' 

50. mhr, 'granary,' may be combined with ~ ,' cover, hide.' 

The bit amri sa Adad, 'treasure house of Adad,' is frequently met 
with in late Assyrian contracts. In Aramaic "~it' is 'pile, heap up.' 
Originally mhr, hamru referred perhaps to the subterranean caches 
or silos where grain was stored and carefully covered to prevent 
discovery ('l= 'grain pit'; cf. Haupt, AJSL, XXVI, 11). Assyr. 
bit nakamti, 'treasure house,' from nakdmu, was combined by Haupt 

(ZA, II, 266) with ??, 'heap up,' and io4 , 'heap of grain'; cf. 

Eg. chc, 'treasure' (A~0), lit. 'heap' (Gardiner, Admonitions, p. 25). 
Eg. sn 'granary,' may be combined with ugla= x~ 

~,, ,I:_Y 'heap of grain.' The original meaning of is 'excavate, deepen,' 
hence 'sich vertiefen' (cf. , 1,7), 'busy one's self.' The root 

meaning appears clearly in Eth. OA4:, 'engrave, carve,' and 10', 
'hollow hand,' Assyr. selu (=Sum. buru), 'cavity, pit, vagina.'2 

, 'ferment,' is entirely distinct from our p and is possibly a 

transposition of mardhu;3 cf. 
7pl, 

'soften dough with water'; 

', oil,' is Eg. wrb, according to Ember. 

51. M~Int, goddess of birth. In the Papyrus Westcar she 

appears along with Isis, Nephthys, and 
.Hqt 

to assist in the accouche- 
ment of Rd-_ddt. Elsewhere the four 

Mh.nwt, 
or birth-goddesses, are 

1 The combination of imn with 7#4 is due to Dr. Steinbach; Ember now compares 

mn with Q-.I, 
'remain,' dissimilation for *, (?). 

2 The Heb.-Aram. should be, according to the phonetic laws, . But in con- 
nection with an Y (as with the r) there is a tendency to favor S rather than s; cf. Y = 

(Datinah, p. 499) and 730= (where the g also has an influence; ef. N6ldeke, 

ZDMG, LVII, 418). However, ?1t may=SL , 'to seek,' with the same meaning 
as fSi. 

3 I would explain mard4u, VB, 6, No. 260, 11. 18, 35, as 'rot.' L. 16 we read: umma 
4i-ma nazbaltum mddat ul a nasddim ubaffldni-ma imtdrah =" Thus he says (to me), 'It 

is too much for transportation; it cannot be supported ( ).' While he has been put- 

ting me off (L[), the grain is spoiling." L. 35 has: e a"n udti litbal ni-ma 1l immarla]I 
='Let them carry away the grain so that it may not spoil' (the nifCal will have the 

force 'be made to spoil'; cf. H W on nagarruru, niqilpL. 
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Tfnt, N it, Isis, and Nephthys. As Spiegelberg has shown (ZA, 
XIV, 269 ff.) the name MA nt is derived from misn, 'birth brick' 
(dbt n ms't), lit. 'place of birth' (it mit), which corresponds to the 

•0'•2 (there were two bricks) of Exod. 1:16.1 Spiegelberg's deri- 
vation of mjin from Mjni is grammatically untenable, and the com- 

parison with 17 , 'support,' must now, of course, be given up.2 
Since the stem *%n must have meant 'be in travail, bear,' I would 
combine it with hard'u, iWf :, 

. 
(our meaning survives in clear 

traces), 'be in travail, give birth.' The original meaning of the stem 
is 'bind,' Assyr. hard'u, 'fasten,' ~jr, y 

. , 
'be dumb' (i.e., 

'tongue-tied,' Sum. eme-dib); for the development, here privative, cf. 
'entbinden.' The transposition may have taken place, as often in 

Egyptian, in the noun mi n<mhns'; hns< *Mrs' (see for n= r, s.v. 

nd). 
52. mdh (so Sethe reads 

"qh.," 
Erman, Glossar, p. 3), 'hew, 

carpenterY' = 21, 'hew' (wood, stone); (GB'6) = J.1 , 'break 

wind' (LA, XV, 26) while 
•.l= r0.l. 

. has certainly no 

connection with =21M, but meant primarily 'to line,' hence 'write 
in lines,' Eth. Rhdl.:, Assyr. Aipu, 'written document' (Ungnad), 

precisely like r, "~n, 
'write in lines' (Haupt, AJSL, XXXIII, 

45); is to be connected with ~, 'to line, line up' ('set 
type' in modern Arabic), and the sense 'engrave' is quite secondary. 
Assyr. haydbu, 'cut,' is 

. 
, and has no connection with =277. 

A stem parallel to the latter is, however, Zt', hmnfl:, 
*t., 'hew wood.' 

53. nr, 'shepherd'= Eth. T4MQ:, n61od7, 'shepherd,' from the 
root *nwl, 'stretch out,' which appears in Arabic as J , 'reach 

out, extend, give' (like Assyr. qdtu, iqi~, which I would combine 
with 

U"., 'measure,' like madddu; cf. also VYf, 'stretch'), 

3J , 'reach out for, obtain.' Closely related is Assyr. nadlu, 'lie 

down, rest,' which corresponds to Heb. ?iM (see Haupt, AJSL, 
1 Birth-bricks were also employed in Babylonia for the same purpose, as we know 

from the myth of "Ea and Atrahjasis"; cf. Jensen, KB, 6, 1, 543, who unfortunately 
goes elsewhere for an explanation. As a result Gressmann also misunderstands the text. 

2. , 'support,' Ember regards as a causative of )Z, 'help.' He is inclined 

to connect msLhn with shnt, 'support,' for which we have not discovered any Semitic 
affiliations. 
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XXII, 195 ff.). Just as nadilu is a synonym of rabdgu, so 
I._, 

= 

"='17 (cf. Cant. 1:7, " "t" I '0 S '• , where T=17 
refers to the noon rest of the sheep). 

,_. 

thus comes to mean 

'pasture' (Isa. 40:11), while i means primarily 'halt,' then 
'water' (the camels), whence (Y.., 'drink' (see Haupt, ibid., p. 198). 
Primarily, we may suppose, n6ldlt was equivalent to or 

L4+L. Pyr. Texts, 244b, we have the nrw Hr, cattle of Horus, 
originally 'flock, herd,' like 77 = Eg. idr (Ember). Eg. nr, 'be. 
strong, vigorous,' is like qni, 'be strong, brave,' from qni, 'embrace, 
take hold of,'=;i, ', qanui, 'acquire' (Ember). 

54. nhbt, 'flower, blossom' = Ar. lahbat, 'flame'; cf. zahr, 'flower,' 
from 

, 'shine, be brilliant' (of fire, etc.), 
'1.-, 

'blossom,' from 

y"lT, 'sparkle, shine.' According to Haupt, dru, 'blossom,' is "I, 
'light'; iru, 'day' (urru), is 

7.1t, 
'fire.' An analogous case is Eg. 

hrrt (aPHPE), 'blossom,' and 
, 

'be hot, bright, pure, free.' 
For h = h cf. on tp4t. 

55. nhp, 'make pottery,' properly 'turn (on a potter's wheel),' 
like qd and pahdru, which, as Ember has shown, exhibit this develop- 
ment. The root is doubtless ip, 'turn, wind' (cf. s.v. inp), so we 

may compare 7 , 'wrap, wind.' Ember has combined nhp, 
'grieve, mourn,' with *Ath : and ., 'lament, be wretched.' 

56. nhsi, 'negro,' is most naturally derived from 
*nh.", 

'be 

dusky, black,' which I would compare tentatively with MMZ, 'be 

black, dark' (also 'dusky' of the skin, Cant. 1:5), also of magic, 

1a; 
cf. under hk3. I would combine "'`i with pl, ' tawny- 

colored,' partial assimilation for * I~c; cf. for siparru, 'copper' 

(Haupt) and p for * =eseru (see Haupt, BA, I, 19, n. 27). 

IT., sdhar, seru, 'dawn,' mean thus primarily Morgenrite; cf. per- 
haps tJo, 

1t , *sardqu, 'be red' (probably Eg. dir), and 
t. 

, 

'rise, of the sun.' For the shift in colors cf. s.v. mit, and for n=r, 
s.v. nd. 

57. n hi, 'lament' =andhu, TI , 'lament,' connected with ~I 

and y . There is a large class of similar onomatopoetic words, 

t -, "P , 
' 

r., ndqu, etc.; cf. on hqt, 'frog.' 
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58. nhn (imperfect reduplication, for *nhnh), 'child, infant,' 
is to be connected with Assyr. 6ldu, 'shoot, sprout'; for original 
meaning cf. on wnh. 

59. nht, 'be strong, firm' (Coptic N P OT, 'hard, force, violence') 
= ka•, 'fasten, make fast' (cord), 'be active, vigorous, fat' (of 
cattle; i.e., 'stout, firm'). 

60. nts, 'pour, sprinkle'= natldku, r ', 'pour' (for the related 
latdku see JAOS, XXXVI, 230 f.). Eg. nts stands by dissimilation 
for *ntt (ntc') like Palest. Arabic me'ti~b < mdjti~b < 

.y: 
(KD, 144), 

etc. Similarly, dir, 'red,' may be 
.i= 

p = 'arqu (see above on 

nh.i). 
In Coptic we have againr metathesis, TPO 3 . Eg. dir < *d'r 

(like Syr. dassa for g'asa, Mor. dezz for gazza, neo-Syriac disra, 
'bridge,' for gisra, 

i,, 
KD, p. 178) < *gir< *qr < qr. The par- 

tial assimilation of a q to an r is very common; cf. gardnu (1)1, 
originally = 1•' ; cf. on mhr) = qardnu, 

.•" 
Eg. cg), 'drown,' is 

perhaps ', drown'; cf. also s.v. grg. 

61. rmt, 'man' (rmtt, 'people, mankind,' like ayl2tu) 
=., 

k'Z- 
(instead of imru , AZ, LI, 118, No. 74), Ar. gabr, Eth. 

gabr, 'servant' (whence denominative gabra, 'work'). At first sight 
the combination looks no doubt highly adventurous. However, the 
stem 

"2., ., 
gabdru (gabru) is surely partial assimilation of the 

synonymous b2=, 'be mighty'= Ar. kdbura, 'be big, fat, stout'= 

h41dZ:, 'be glorious, illustrious'= kabdru, 'be large, fat, strong.' 
For the development of meaning cf. .?, 'man'= ' , 'hero, 
lord,' from the stem Rt=N I, 'be fat'; mdria='be healthy, 
wholesome'; mari= 'be fat' (cf. the formula for sacrificial animals, 
alpe kabriti immere mar2ti, 'fat oxen and sheep'). Sum. nita , 
'male,' seems to mean primarily 'large, fat' (cf. on nita = mar' 

SGI, p. 202); Eth. 41h-l. :, au lu, vir show analogous developments. 
According to Ember, dd:, 'be fat'= J4XI, , ('be large.' The 
transposition should afford no stumbling-block; cf. the many meta- 
theses in the group brk-rkb-krb-bkr.1 

62. rdi, 'give, cause'=redt, '1 , 1 ). As an article on the 
stem reda is appearing in ZA, I will refrain from a detailed dis- 
cussion. Ember has blazed the way by combining rd, 'foot, leg' 

1 A study of these stems is in my hands, but is not ripe for publication. 
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with i"7", 'tread,' Ar. mirddt, 'leg of an animal,' and rd, 'grow, 
flourish' (to be distinguished sharply from rwd, 'be firm') with 

0 . To the group s) , ), t , ) , all from the root rd, 

'tread, use the foot,' belongs also Eg. rwd, 'flight of steps' (cf. on 

jtiw). Eg. rd, 'foot' appears in Assyr. as rittu, 'paw, hand." The 
Sem. stem rdi seems to have had originally both an intransitive 

meaning 'tread, walk, go, flow,' and a transitive 'bring,' primarily, 
we may suppose, 'walk in one's footsteps, follow after, drive, pursue, 
convey,' etc. Hence it means 'bring, produce, increase,' and 

'impel, produce, cause.' For parallels to the development 'lead' or 

'bring,' 'cause, make,' cf. under iri; also 'execute' from exsequor. 
In Assyrian we find the use of red?i as 'bring, add (ruddft), produce, 
cause' illustrated in a number of passages: e.g., in the proverb 
kaspum kaspam lirdi= 'let the money produce money' (at interest); 
Sam'i-Adad III, col. 2, 9-13 has Nergal ina kas'kasim iitavu (e~i, 
'be chaotic,' is 

y 
, as is known) u iAti mdtifau lirtddi= 'May 

Nergal mightily bring about his ruin and the ruin of his land.' Eg. 
rd, 'grow,' is 9), 'multiply, increase,' and Eth. ZR.:, 'draw 

interest.' Rdi, 'give,' is a closely related development to 'bring, 
cause'; cf. leisten and Gothic laistjan, 'follow.' In early Babylonian 
'bring, give' is the most frequent meaning of redi. 

63. Hcpi, 'Nile'-see the introduction. 
64. hb, 'grieve, be in distress'= 

. (ha4tb, 
'grief, misfortune,' 

.y 
, 'be afflicted,' etc.). The Semitic stem is hard to fix, since 

at least two have fallen together in Aramaic, and 
u.j 

and 

.. are intimately related in meaning, so closely that mutual contamina- 

tion seems certain. =21T, 'be in debt, transgress,' whence u 
•, 'transgress,' is perhaps originally connected with 

2I, 'be overcome, 
subdued'= 

p.., 
'fail, be disappointed.' 2,' 'to be in distress,' 

1 Cf. Holma, Kirperteile, pp. 119-21 (rittu is certainly not connected with 

A,• and 
A•r.l: 

, 'palm, sole,' as Holma suggests), and Sargon's Eighth Campaign, 1. 58: 

elf erbi rittg&unu iptdsilU' kima kalbe=' on their four paws they crawled like dogs.' Rittu < 

*ridtu, like kittu<*kintu (71~), and qdtu, 'hand'<*qantu (from qanft, 
,"),, 

'grasp' 

[Haupt]; cf. 
,"t 

and ?mm, 'grasp,' Ember); for the treatment of the feminine ending as 
the third stem consonant see VG, ? 227 E. Assyr. paidlu, 'go on all fours like an animal,' 
may be connected with Aj)i: , 'wander' (contrast GB1l, s.v. CO~)), with which one is 
tempted to combine ZJ~I , fdras, 'horse' (cf. CQI and s6sdua, 'walk, wander' =9~ , q.v.). 
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is evidently either 
.j. 

or 

3.., 

defined (LA, I, 354) as :iil, 
'be poor, wretched.' 

u•. 
. is used with special reference to distress 

caused by hunger (cf. hqr, 'be hungry'= , 'be poor,' for which 
there are many parallels, Ember). 

65. hsp, 'district, nome' = NH41 :, 'tribe, people' (?vXMl, 6XXos, 
Ei6'os); Ar. hizb, 'party of men, confederation 

(j.iN- 

LL, oLII icL. 

).L•Ji W ,I 
.), 

tribe,' also 'part, portion,' from 

Y.., 

'divide'= 

dhHfl-:, probably a proto-Semitic partial assimilation for , 

dmfln :, ==0' (epdeu, Eg. 
h.ob), 

'count, reckon,' primarily 'divide.' 
For p< b cf. on inp, above. 

66. Hqt, the frog-goddess. Eg. hqt, 'frog' may be partial assimi- 
lation for *cqt: cf. Ar. caqq, 'gurgling of water,' etc.; 

0?., 
0O, 

'croak' (of a raven); W , ' croak' (of a frog, etc.; naqqdq, 'frog,' 
is 'the croaker'). Ember has identified the Cq bird with Ar. Cdq. 
Another name of the frog, qrr= KPOYP (Paqrfiru= P3-qrr), has long 
been combined with 0, 'frog,' Syr. N'l p',toad' (the prefixed ', 

as elsewhere, is perhaps dissimilated for an original ; as in ::Tp , 
-6,? , etc.). Hqt, 'beer' (perhaps hnqt) may mean 'the malted 

drink,' like Assyr. sir&eu (Haupt).' The stem would then be 7 , 

ihh:, 
-t-, 

'rub, scrape'; the partial assimilation may appear in 

&4 :, 'gnash the teeth' 
(••L, 

'tooth,' is 'the chewer, masher'). 
Eg. ti, 'mash,' also 'prepare grain for brewing' (Gardiner, RT, 

XXXII, 220) may be L , 'crush,' or , 'grind, mash' (cf. on 
nt" for the phonetic change involved). 

67. hk:, 'magic'= K, 'be doubtful, obscure' ( •, 
Assyr. 

eklitu, 'darkness'). Transposed doublets are al~ , , , the 

basic meaning being 'be dark, black.' For the development cf. with 
Ember r, 'practice magic, enchant,' primarily 'do darkly' (cf. on 

nh.*i). 
In Egypt magic was KaT' 

' 
oX•jV 

the mysterious art, as it set 

up the most extravagant and impossible claims. In Babylonia its 

pretensions were much more modest, since it was there really an ele- 
ment in the art of medicine. The idea that even the great gods might 

1 Ar. L 
,•Y 

' 'be rough, oppress,' seems to reflect the stem of both sireu and C" 

., 'eunuch,' as Haupt has shown. 
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be swayed by specially efficacious formulae is foreign to Mesopotamia, 
so far as the rionuments indicate. A possible connection between 

grh, 'night,' and 
5= >, by assuming partial assimilation of 

the k to the following sonant, is appropriately doubtful. 
68. htm, 'perish' 

(h.tm, 
'destroy')=h idtima, 'be broken' (said 

especially of brittle objects); hdtama is 'break, destroy'; 
rih. 

S 
j3?J are 'the vanities of this world.' The usual combination of 

htm with tm, 'be at an end, perish' (CIZI) is surely erroneous. 
69. i, ' placenta'-see on wi. 
70. 6mi = , 'be feeble, obscure' (~ JI 

h•Ja~iL 
I I A l 

J 
ioL•. ; 

also 
•.Lx 

is used of a weak voice). A similar develop- 
ment is found in 'R, "nonexistence," which is probably, with 
Gesenius and Haupt, to be combined with 

.j, etc., 'be weak' 

(cf. under wni). Eg. 4mi means primarily 'be weak of intelligence,' 
whence 'be unable, not do,' a development paralleled by rk, kinnen 

(connected with 
yLV•,•(jrK) 

and kennen, etc. Eg. tm (r tm= 011 ) 
means 'be whole, at an end, perish,' like 

,'ri, 
whence ina bdli, Eth. 

Denbala, 'without,' Eg. m 4m, etc. Eg. cnd, 'not to have, not to do,' 
from cnd, 'be whole,' Ar. (Ember), exhibits the same semantic 
evolution. 

71. 4mt, 'three'-see introduction. 
72. hnm, 'smell'= * , 'stink' (4dman, a stink), whence by 

assimilation M= • !, 
like HowD:=zandnu, 'rain' (Heb. tIT is 

dissimilated). Ar. /S I c4 is explained by I /~J 
., 

but 

means presumably in the first place 'foul of fame.' One might be 

tempted to compare 
. 

, 'conjecture, surmise' (= UrL, , 
w) ith sapere and eresu, 

j•.i 
(for 

*.f 
, according to Haupt), 

but Abui IIatim states that p in this sense is a Persian loan-word 

(LA, XVI, 299: • ! JJ • UL. 
?JyL "'.H) 

4V). 

According to Lane, Lt. is a mistake for ,) , 'bow,' used meta- 

phorically, but this idea is hardly necessary; see Vullers, Lex. Pers., 
I, 721a, on 

9 
(whence )+L.) and Cb. 

73. ni, 'stink, rot'== ', 'stink, be large, of the nose." For 

the partial assimilation cf. Assyr. han'u, 'five,' for hamsu; ?un'u, 'his 

1 Hardly to be combined with Aj , 
'be shabby, vile.' 
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name,' for sumsu, etc, (cf. also on 6nt, below). Mtiller's combination 
with ':T and *?r%: (GB, s.v.) is also improbable; .jt belongs, as 

Barth has pointed out, with t" (for the root cf. 0 , 'spoil, rot'), 

modifications of which (by partial assimilation) are and 

74. ant, 'nose'=?i , huttimmu' latm, 'nose, snout,' whence, 
denominative, I , atdmu, 'muzzle' (Sargon, Huitieme campagne, 
1. 9). For the partial assimilation of the m to the following dental, 
very common in Assyrian, cf. Coptic crNT•, for gmtf, hnt, 'skin- 
bottle' = 1V (Ember).' Similarly, according to Haupt, 1 , 

'ashes,' is connected with oL... (JBL, XXXVI, 317). Another Eg. 

word for 'nose,' srt, may be combined (also by Ember) with , 

'snore,' with the rhyme formations VP? and ; in modern Arabic 

minhar has become the ordinary word for 'nose' (cf. Assyr. nahlru 
and Ar. nubra, 'snout'). In Coptic the old root 6r appears as ePeP, 

'snort'= *. . 
75. and, 'step' (cf. 6ndw, 'throne,' and 6tiw, q.v.), 'walk, pass, 

cross' = 
•'in, 

'cease' (i.e., 'pass by'), which I would further combine 
with )Ll, 'last, endure, remain' ('pass' in a place, 'pass,' of time, 
etc.).2 The combinatibih cited in GB'6, s.v. b k, j , 'forsake,' 

•L , 'treat with injustice,' are very improbable. As parallels cf. 

, 'pass,' and 

_iwA, 

'continue'; T:t, 'endure, remain' (Jer. 

48:11; Ps. 102:27, etc.), 'cease, stand still' (Gen. 29:35; II Kings 4:6, 
etc.); and the two cases in Tigre cited by N6ldeke, Neue Beitrdige, 
p. 92, on Littmann's authority. For other cases of antiphrasis in 

Eg. cf. on CCw and thn. 
1 It is hardly probable that 

.4 
is connected with 

n•It 
, unless a loan-word. 

Ember thinks that 2TI , Bnt may be connected with 
, 

'skin' (according to TA, 

however, of Persian origin; L , 'raw, untanned, of skins', Vullers, I, 646) and , 
' tent, booth.' 

2 "' in " 
~M'IZ' (cf. 

nif• 
apdti) exhibits a development like 'I , "1 T, , 

7Dg g, originally 'enduring residence, settlement,' as distinguished from 'nomadic 

camp'; cf. the contrast between, ) a4J ai and 
e Jl . Collitz has recently 

combined Lat. saeculum (cf. Lucretius' saecula terrarum) with situs and ariw. 
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76. h, 'neck'= * ibi (cf. hh, 'million'= *hihi) < *hrhr, Assyr. 

barurtu, 'throat,' which Holma has combined with Syr. rI1'r; .1 
However, the stem is not 0, 'be dumb, silent' (for primary mean- 

ing cf. on MI~ nt), but "ri ; Syr. Mr')"Z1n is a loan from *harultu, 
like ma tu for martu, maitakal for martakal, etc. To the same stem 

belongs 6arri pi (contrast Holma). The root 6r (Qardru, )W) means 

'be contracted'; perhaps ultimately identical with hr, 'fall,' the pri- 
mary meaning of both being 'dig, sink' (Haupt, AJSL, XXIII, 249ff.). 
For the development 'hole' or 'gulch,'' throat,' and the reverse, cf. 

gorge, Ar. ha.r, 'gulch, gorge'; mablaC, 'throat, gorge, sink' = bulcuilm; 

t. •, 
Einqu, 'narrow pass, caiton of river'; harrdnu (whence Sum. 

garan), 'street,' properly 'narrow passage, alley,' like stqu (opposite 
of •~i, rebitu). Cf. also hurru, 'hole, cave,' and )L~ (;'••), 
'cave,' A, 'to gargle.' 

77. sr, 'repel, drive away'= I , 'reject with contempt.' 
The original meaning is preserved by 

J;- 
(with partial assimilation), 

'separate, hinder, repel' (cf. -If, 'repel, put away,' which I should 
combine with , 'disjoint, separate, abrogate'). The stem rn 

, 
'destroy (locusts),' also belongs here, but not Aram. ' c, 'crush'= 
Assyr. a~dlu (= T-;, 'be weak,' like 

•', 
daqdqu). The stem 

.% , .'I I, Eth. hasra is probably quite distinct; its primary 

meaning is 'lose, fail.' 
78. ht, 'wood, tree' (the hieroglyph represents a branch or 

bough) = attu, 'staff, scepter,' primarily 'rod,' like 
.i", 

hutartu, 
itr, from the stem Lb.2 

.f•It 

was originally something stuck or 

planted in the ground, from the stem hatitu, 'excavate'= 
., 'write (i.e., 'engrave'), furrow, dig'= Eg. hti, 'engrave' (whence ht, 

'seal'= tm= 
• 

'stop up,' while =1 , I are loans from 

Egyptian [?]). Eg. ht could also be compared to -L , 'branch, 
rod'; LA, IX, 168, 

d..I 

!I 
J5 

* * * 
?•. 

-j i . 
79. ti, 'be behind, follow'.( t, 'behind, after')=j . The 

semantic development is simple: 'go in one's footsteps, track, follow'; 
1 Kirperteile, p. 42. 
2 Sum. hat (=PA- ha(u), synonym of gildur (>mudri, gidru), 'staff,' is either a 

Semitic loan or a simple coincidence, like I"ZJ"' and Xapiaaw, 'plow' and 'engrave.' 
3I learn from Professor Ember that this combination had occurred to him several 

years ago, so the priority belongs to him. 
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cf. Assyr. tebt, 'go march'= , 'follow, pursue'; red 
A 

(cf. on rdi), 

'tread, go,' and 'follow, pursue'; rapddu, 'roam, wander, go' (per- 
haps transposition of parddu, whence puridu = Eg. p3d, 'leg,' according 
to Ember) = 1;7T1, 'chase, pursue'; Sum. egir, 'after,' connected, 
according to Haupt, with gir, 'foot.' Ar. U also develops the 

meaning 'overtake (tread on one's heels ?), get ahead, outpass'; cf. 

LA, XVIII, 254, 9f., 
)• . 

l) ej ' i j 
.. 

80. htiw, 'steps, terrace'=•i , 'step, pace';1 cf. rwd, 'flight 
of steps' (s.v. rdi); NHVI' and the extended form tZ T, 'bed-steps'; 
Eth. 

(AIqla g:, 'stairs.' 
81. 

btht, 'stray, lose the way, be lost' (Coptic 80T8T, 'examine, 
investigate,' means evidently 'be in doubt'; cf. on tnm= ~,.), is 

to be connected with ARDi, , 'err, sin' (cf. errare and A&apr&vP, 

a!LirXaKi'KTW), ;L6a I, 'lose the way,' 
LUo.l•*, 

'miss the mark' (of an 

arrow). With this root I would further combine Eth. rnm :, 'per- 
suade, seduce' (independently of Praetorius, BA, I, 29, who ingeni- 
ously derives it from a noun with compensatory vocalic lengthening 
like =R` and itu (Ar. bitD), a view which can hardly be correct in 

spite of the occurrence of a similar phenomenon in the qetdla form, 
which Haupt explains like Assyr. unekir for unakkir), Assyr. h4tu 
(iiit), 'see, inspect' (cf. the Coptic). 

82. hc, 'ravish, dishonor' = , 'profane, dishonor' (also sex- 

ually), properly 'loosen, make free, common, profane.' Ember has 

pointed out several cases of the stem J in Egyptian: 

h.t, 

'front, 
forehead, beginning' (cf. 

7..' 

and 
s;'"•, 

XwL , 'loosen,' while '9?, 

Surri, means 'begin'); h~t, 'grave' (cf. L , % , J h3t refers 

to the final station of the body).2 The stem j, 55b , 'be hollow, 

pierce,' appears in several cases; e.g., hB, 'lotus' (cf. above), h3t, 
'body, slain' (b~, Ember), and ht, 'belly, body' (cf. 71-, 

.-, 'be hollow, pierce,' Ember). The palatal h may represent either h 
or h (Ember). 

1 Cf. preceding note. 
2Here belongs also 4t, 'house' (Ember), primarily then 'lodging place,' like Ar. 

manzil. 
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83. ihp, 'navel'= mh?4Cll :, henbert, 'navel,' from the stem hbr 
(as 71Mat' :, 'skin-bottle'= Ar. gubb, and 7134A :,'brick,' from gbl, 

). The primary meaning of the word is 'cord' or 'knot,' like 

~i, Ar. surr, 'navel, umbilical cord,' from '1Z, 'bind, fasten'= 
eberu. "1r;, 'be striped' ( , hL Z:), is ultimately identical (cf. 

'strap, strip, stripe'). For the p cf. on inp. It is not impossible 
that hp) may be a defective writing for *hnp?, Coptic 8EXTTE, in 
which case the n is parasitic, like henbert and Coptic 8 EN K E, 'beer,' 
for hqt (perhaps pronounced hnqt even in pyramid times). The 

Coptic 1 is etymologically a very unsafe guide, in spite of XAC= 

'15, etc. 
84. hms, 'bow, bend' = , 'be base, corrupt,' primarily 'be 

low,' as appears from 4abt, 'sink,' and kibta, 'humility' (the 
., 

has 

perhaps become , under the influence of the preceding stop); A 
'humble one's self,' would then be denominative. For *= 0 cf. 

bh., 'hunt' (Mtiller, Ember) = ' , 'search,' Heb. =2 (GB, by partial 
assimilation to the *X). 

85. s3w, 'guard, take care, avert'= ,'shun, oppose'; zdru, 

'dislike, hate.' Closely connected with this stem is "VIT, 'be careful, 
guard against.' The Heb. stems "1T II and III (GB) perhaps belong 
together and have no connection with)5); for the meanings cf. Eg. Inc, 
'ward off, resist' = , 'have aversion for,' belonging to the same 

root as :T0 (Ember). 
86. sg, 'nest'= Wu, 'nest,' synonym of abru and qinnu, prob- 

ably connected with Arab. isas, 'young birds,' etc., as'sa, 'nest 
of bees' (for hi"u< *biSu cf. JAOS, XXXVI, 230). The meaning 
of the root seems to be 'rustle, slip into' (cf. rhyme formation •, 
*qasdau [qiqqisu, 'reed hut']). The phonetic development seems 

to be b>*"S>*S*>s; cf. on wss and A. One is tempted to 

combine sat, 'sistrum,' with •? 'clink.' 
87. `3-see wsi. 
88. Swtwt is structurally the causative of wt (q.v.) reduplicated, 

like sdd, 'tremble' (see under didD), etc. It should therefore have 
the primary force 'herumgehen, wend one's way,' etc. Professor 
Ember has suggested a comparison with t•L, but cf. s.v. ?ti. 
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89. b3, 'star' = *sb: (cf. spt< *gpt, 'lip'; pr [q.v.] from spr; 
swr, 'drink,' from *sbr< *sbr< br = 

y. 
[Ember]: the change 

from S to s with a labial is very common in Assyrian, though curi- 

ously restricted to the sonant), to be connected with = Assyr. 
gabdbu, 'blaze, flame up'; cf. kakkabu, 'star,' for *kabkabu 

(2Z.), from kabdbu= .abdbu (note rhyme formation). We may compare 
the Egyptian more directly to A4. From the same root, with h 

inserted, as often, is 
••, 

whence tihdb, 'blaze, falling star." 

90. Sbk, the crocodile god = Ar. sdmak, 'fish.' When the Semites 
entered Egypt they naturally gave familiar names to the strange 
animals they found there (where already existing names were not 

borrowed). Thus the hippopotamus became rr ('I), 'pig,' and db, 
'pig' (or 'bear,' =? ; Assyr. tabu or tadbi is 'the wallower'); the 

giraffe, sr, is (according to Ember) Ar. taur, 'bubalus antelope, 
*wild bull' ( , ~ru, 'the leaper, impregnator,' Haupt).2 Samak, 
like 1'"3, may have connoted aquatic and amphibious monsters in 

general, though 'fish' is the original value. Perhaps we may connect 
it with 

, A., 
'pour out' (whence by partial assimilation 

& , ?•5 ", Japdku), with reference to spawning; Sophus Bugge 
(Fick4, p. 438) has derived L•XOs, etc., from the root gheu, 'pour,' 
comparing Norse gjdta, ('pour=) spawn.' The fact of spawning 
was, of course, well known (cf. the Bindahi"u, chap. 16), and the 

spawn of fish was a familiar illustration of fecundity (cf. Assyr. 
mdre n~ni and agargaru), whence the fish was made the symbol of 

fecundity (cf. 15 and `'3; the fish was sacred to Atargatis, ITijara). 
Also "3 has the same origin; cf. , *'be misty' o, 'be 

T" 

1 The meteor, AbM h w, appears in the story of the " Shipwrecked Sailor " (Golenischeff, 
RT, XXVIII, 101), where it emits sparks which consume a princess to ashes. G. com- 
pares a passage in Qazwini, where, however, the burned princess is not mentioned. This 
motive occurs in the story of the "Second Calendar," whose benefactress is destroyed 
by a spark from an evil genie (Beirfit ed., p. 53). In this connection I may add that a 
study of the 9inn is in preparation, which assimilates the sultan of the genies and the 
king of "l'ile enchant6e" (i w n k3). 

The etymology of AbW offered here is independent of Ember's connection with •' , 

'flame,' which is very problematic. The Aramaic belongs with , , 'cut,' 

rhyming with , , etc. For the development cf. nabl, 'arrow,' nablu, 'flame'; 

Ati and stwt, 'ray, flame'; sahm and sahdm, etc. 

:Cf. the Latin name of the elephant, Luca bos. 
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overcast, of the sky') and 'be cloudy, rainy,' 
.•. 

, 'continue 

raining,' and 
4., 

'be overcast, dark'; the spawn of fish makes the 
water misty or milky in color (or the primary meaning of dg may 
have been 'sprinkle'). Eg. rm, 'fish,' may possibly be connected with 

rmi, 'weep' (? 5.), Ember)-hardly with 
ry, 

as 'the swimmer,' 

per excellentiam. Some of these words may show a development 
like fhfn, 'tadpole,' from J.& , 'flow' (Sethe), with reference to its 

teeming. 
91. spr, 'arrive, reach'== A (for S< S cf. on SbV).' The funda- 

mental meaning is 'come to shore, beach,' like arripare > arriver and 

Assyr. kas'du from kids'du, 'bank' (see Haupt, KA T2, p. 506), a 

development which is obvious for such a country as Babylonia, where 
the rivers and canals were the arteries of communication, and even 
more so for Egypt. Eg. 'pr is thus denominative from (92) Spr, 
'rib,' primarily 'side, flank,' like Sum. ti = ilu, 'side, rib'. Similarly 

t" = .=~' 'come to the edge of, be on the brink of,' is 

denominative from s'ufr, ' edge, brink' (mi.far, ' camel's lip') = W S , 

'shore, bank,' and sdfan, 'lip, edge, bank' (like spt, ~ W, h'.C :, 
etc.); cf. Haupt, JSOR, I, 92. Also Ar. qaffara= dfiia, 'set, of the 

sun,' means 'arrive at the horizon, come to land' (after the voyage 
through the heaven). The same development is found in Assyr. 
tardru, 'set, of the sun' (SG1, s.v. gigri), with which cf. Ar. turra, 

'edge, margin, bank of a river,' from , 'cut, lash, drive (cattle),' 

which appears in Assyr. tirratu, 'goad' (Haupt; formerly read dirratu). 
Assyr. tarddu 

=,J, 
TID, is imperfect reduplication of root tr, with 

dissimilation, like tahiddu, 'be thick, luxuriant,' which I would refer 
to root th, 'push,' whence, inter al., U.Jo , 'be thick, of darkness' 

('pressed, compact'), and te 4, 'press on, approach' (also "push" a 

woman). Eg. pr, 'ask, beg,' means perhaps 'go up to, accost,' with 
Sethe (so Ember).2 

1 The- combination sometimes made with 
.. 

'set out,' ~ 'journey,' is 

very unlikely, though phonetically exact. The root pr seems to have meant 'split, sever 

separate,' whence 'flee, be swift'; apdru 'send,' is causative, and ,A is an intransi- 
tive development of the causative. 

2 Eg. Apri Ch.w (Sinuhe) reminds one forcibly of Assyr. kakkg a)dlu. While both 
expressions seem to mean "challenge," the Eg. ?pri is surely the causative of pri, 
'go out.' 
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93. Srqt, the scorpion-goddess (cf. Gardiner, PSBA, XXXIX, 
31-44)< *`rq, 'pierce, sting'= , 'flay, pierce' (cf. silqat, 'female 

locust,' so called from mode of depositing eggs), Assyr. s'aldqu, 'cut 

out, slit open'; cf. zuqdqipu, 'scorpion,' from zaqdpu, 'project, be 

sharp' (ziqpu, 'point'; zaqipu, 'stake').' PSBA, XXXIX, 42, Gardi- 
ner quotes the passage rditw 6ftiwi m nqcwt Srqt hr qwswisn= 'let my 
foes be placed with their bonds in the mandibles of Srqt.' Ember 

suggests happily that nqct is derived from *nqc= - , 'pierce, punc- 
ture.' The homonym *rq, 'breathe,' from the locution srq htw, 
'open the windpipe,' may possibly be connected with 

_•., 
'be 

empty,' originally causative of ,', P'", and meaning 'empty out.' 
94. `nzt, 'establish' (e.g., Pyr. Texts, 644) = Assyr. s'akinu, 

'establish, set,' , 'settle, dwell.' Eg. intzi, 'site' (Coptic 

CNTE), corresponds exactly to maikanu. The stem sikn is causa- 
tive of kn, found in it, etc., 'stand, be firm,' which occurs in Eg. 
in tni, 'raise, praise' (Ember), tnnt, the sanctuary of Sokaris (cf. 

I7'I II 

., 
Ember). Eg. tnw, 'each, every,' is kal', t; tnw, 

'count,' is US, 'designate' (especially by an appellative, kunia, 

"•Z). Both etymologies were first found by Ember. 
95. `nd, 'fear,' seems to have meant primarily (cf. the hieroglyph) 

'be stiff, paralyzed with fear,' and may thus be connected with 

:,?, talg-salgu, 'snow,' from a stem meaning 'be cold,' ultimately 

perhaps 'pour down' (cf. 3, etc., stems parallel to 
j., 

and 
X•irw, 

XEtLhIW, from Xiw). The development 'be cold' is attested by Ar. 

tdliga, 'be cool, calm, sedate'; 
.l, 

'make calm, contented,' like 

)., 
'refresh,' and Eg. qbb-qbh (hence the refrigerium is paradise). 

From 'be cold, stiff,' or 'shiver, shudder,' comes 'fear'; cf. I' , 
'shiver, fear,' and galdtu, 'fear,' 

L.U, 
'be stiff with cold, frozen'; 

the original stem is thus glt, whence, by partial assimilation, gld, like 

abdtu, *2R7, kabdtu, "•2 . The connecting link is galidu, 'emit 
semen' (Bezold, Catalogue, I, 32), which also appears as galdtu (op. 
cit., III, 1579, Rm. 83), Ar. 

ci. 
, 'have intercourse with, emit 

semen' ( 
. 

J = XJ( 
,), 

perhaps denominative of gald, 

gild, 'penis,' the 'stiff, erectile organ'; cf. gdluda, 'be stiff, firm' 

1 Eg. wbct, 
'scorpion'=- 

. , ' poisonous lizard.' 
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(?T., 
gild, giladu, 'hide, skin,' is the 'stiff, unpliable,' referring 

primarily to untanned leather). Cf. also .urubtu, .urubbi~, . arbabu, 
'terror,' not to be separated from =2"1, 'glow, be dry'; for anti- 

phrasis cf. Lat. pruina, *", q" u (Haupt), ZZe :, 'be cold' (~p), 
and qardru, 'be hot.' 

96. o m, 'have control, be powerful, strong.' I have been asso- 

ciating this word with Assyr. Iamdmu, usually rendered 'guide, 
direct' (Jensen); cf. sim (causative of sm), 'lead, control, rule' 

(sim t ='regent of the land').1 I have finally, however, concluded 
that Ember is right in combining ?hm with C:17 (for whose etymology 
cf. under mt). Assyr. iamdmu (in hiamim parqi ter&ti), moreover, 
means 'decide,' primarily 'cut' (like pardsu, KpiL', Sum. tar, kud), 
belonging with hamdmu, 'reap' (=egdu; Eg. hb, 'sickle,' Ember), 

and 
i.•, 

'cut'; Ar. pm (unp.), 'decree (god),' probably belongs 
here also, though it may have meant 'make hot, close, imminent' 

( 
-= 

'be imminent, decide'). Assyr. himmatu (Sargon, Huitieme 

campagne, 1. 267) and hammu (VB, VI, No. 260, 1. 13) mean 'straw' 

(what is reaped). Another root hm, 'be nasty,' is established by 

•:, fry, 
and 

.. f, 
'sweep,' is a privative (like RUN=); 

cf. the rhyme formation ?Y (humdma= qumdma is 'sweepings').2 

97. ?hmh, 'rejoicing,' seems to stand for *~s'h, causative of 
*mh = 77 =, 'rejoice,' samdiu, 'flourish, grow lofty,' , 'be 

lofty, proud.'3 For b< i see above. 
98. oqh, 'hew, fashion' (WB, VII, 1139)= =~i , 'crush, destroy,' 

p '&", 'crush, grind, break off,' and (Syr.) 'labor, make ready.' 
The stem is causative of a *hq<hk (~1, etc.); cf. under hqt. 
Professor Ember compares Coptic 

' 
81-r, 'dust,' with Heb. p~ , 

'dust.' 

1 Eg. wbr, 'be strong,' is similarly connected with JI , , e dru, primarily 'be 

straight, right,' hence (transitive) 'guide' (wAr, 'rudder,' Muiller). The w3At or 'camel 
stick' perhaps belongs here, just as qrA, 'bury,' is connected with q3A 

='Il, . , 'bind, 

force, compel' (Blackman); cf. wt, 'wrap up corpse.' For the Ahm staff cf. Spiegelberg, 
RT, XXVIII, 163 f. 

2 Here belongs Eg. hmw, 'dirt, dust,' e.g., Pyr. 735c (Ember). 

3 This is another combination discarded by Ember in the first period of his studies, 
and independently found by me since. 
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99. Mti, 'shoot (arrow).' As in the case of th (>ith, q.v.), the 

general meaning of the root st is 'draw, stretch.' From this root 
are derived in Semitie U 

,IN, 
'stretch out' (<ZL'61 >Assyr. uat.u, 

'strong,' like dwn, 'stretch out,' Eth. dandna, 'incline,' "12", 
'lord,' and dandnu, 'be strong'; cf. 

ay• 
and 

uatru-wr (Ember), 
'great(ly),' connected with Ar. yatr, 'bowstring,' Eg. wir, Spiegel- 
berg), t:l (cf. GB'1 and contrast s.v. *wtwt)= M4tu, 'draw, drag, 
wander,' , 'make long steps' (. k W., 'attack'). 

100. 4tp, 'cut,' especially of flesh (thighs of victims, etc.; itpt= 
'cut up flesh'), hence 'select, choose' ('1Z2, 'choose,' also meant 

primarily 'cut') , 'cut,' , 'be cut off, cease,' sapdtu (2 
changed to 3 with the 1), 'be finished, complete' (= gamdru). 
Eg. omdt, 'half-month,' has been combined with r)M , 'full moon,' 
'week,' but the combination, though enticing, is very problematical. 
Ember suggests that dtp may be t:32, '-decide, judge.' The stem 

Spd, originally 'pierce' (cf. Spiegelberg, RT, XXVIII, 165 ff.)l is 
connected by Ember with Aram. '10, 'pierce,' whence 113UM 

(> 
?.), 

'spit' (the old derivation from arob6s requires no con- 

tradiction). In Arabic as in Egyptian the stem has a sexual conno- 

tation, like o 
al c. L4.<5 ?i 5 

WJW.; 
also gy 

o,,J 
j.~( 

S /fJ l (LA, IV, 203). 

101. IBs"i, 'walk, wander'= *t•fa:, s6sdua, originally 'be swift, 
move rapidly,' which appears in the nominal derivative 

CC., 
'horse,' 

K~•.C, 
sisi (Littmann) and IC, 'swallow' (cf. JAOS, XXXV, 393, 

n. 3). Eg. so i and Eth. ans6sdsa share the meaning 7rz-pt rarely. 
For the dissimilation cf. U for 

*U., 
etc. Heb. 6'C=, 

'plunder,' may be denominative from 'Mt, 'nomad, brigand,' 
originally connected with Eg. o w, 'nomad,' just as c3mw, 'nomad,' 
is, according to Ember, identical with cAbir, cArib (Aribi, cArab), 
'nomad' (Haupt). Similarly in the Amarna correspondence SA-GAZ 
is employed for iHabiru= Abir, though it is properly the ideogram 
for habbatu, 'bandit, robber.' Eg. s'"w ( O ), 'bubalus antelope,' 
means 'the swift one' like slapparu, 'wild goat,' and arhu, tiurdu, 

1 If Hommel had examined Spiegelberg's article carefully, he might have spared 
himself pp. 82 ff. in Mercer-Hommel, The Oath. &pd has nothing to do with the zodiacal 
light. 
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'wild goat, ibex.' Also 3, 'be skilful, versed,' may be a modifica- 
tion of the same stem; cf. +o, "~'M, 

from the stem mhr, 'be 

swift, agile.' It is also possible that id is to be connected with tsr, 
'arrow,' which Ember combines with V, ' missile, dart'; Sr< 
*ssr<ghr (another value of the arrow)< *rh=r*= . For the 

development note schicken, geschickt, and Ar. nabl, 'arrow,' ndbil, 
'clever, skilful.' 

102. .wi, 'be empty'= , 'be 
empty.'• • 

'fatten' bears a relation to 
y, 

'have an empty stomach, be 

hungry,' like that of "jii0, 'fat,'and iise, 'lean' (cf. N61deke, 
Neue Beitrdge, p. 99). "Ais~e seems to have possessed originally some 

such meaning as 'reach out, have the capacity,' from which the 
various values of the stem can readily be derived. 'Capacious' 
may mean either 'holding much, full,' or 'capable of holding much, 
empty.' It is quite possible that Eg. hi, 'placenta' (Blackman, 

JEA, III, 235 ff.) belongs with our stem; cf. y , 'deliver' (i.e., 

'empty out' foetus) and 
, 

'feed a confined woman' (with food 

designed to promote a successful delivery). Possibly N"7, r';i, 
'bearing woman, midwife' (cf. N6ldeke, op. cit., pp. 79, 88) belongs 
to our stem and has nothing to do with ;'I, 'live,' except by popular 
etymology. 

103. Abi, 'change' ( IBE), and wvb, 'answer' (for semantics 
cf. above under wdb), must be connected with Assyr. kicdda svabdau, 
'turn the neck away,' hence sabadu (elliptic), 'be angry' (also written, 
by the operation of various combinatory principles, sabdsu, apdsu, 
and sabdasu); ab2su, 'exchange' (HW, p. 638b), is very doubtful. 

It is possible (cf. JAOS, XXXVI, 229) that ( (l I ; 
1 & • • • 

l 1), ''change color, grow pale,' and ,, 

lT.), 'grow gray,' belong here, but cf. under Wb , 'star.' The group 

1 Eg. 'wi has no connection with IZV , , as GB wants. The three stems ?wi 
are correctly separated by Erman; wi, 'be dry' (?w,'sunlight') is , sau'z, 'roast, 

broil' (Ember); wi, 'raise,' I would combine with 

Mbt., "I 
, nag^, 'raise' (for w=n 

see Nildeke, Neue Beitrage, pp. 179 ff., and cf. Ember's 
wid=,j• 

and wd'i= ("~ , etc, 
The change is not phonetic in origin, but morphological), and sdu (is'i), 'fly' (cf. wt, 
'feather'). Eg. wit, 'shadow' perhaps belongs with Aw, 'sunlight,' as a lucus a non 
lucendo. 
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sJabdsu, ~bb (s`bn), 
.y, 

'mix' (see under cnh), is probably connected, 

meaning properly 'turn over and over, umriihren.' There is in Assyr- 
ian a third s'abdau, 'to tax,' primarily 'bind, obligate, impose upon,' 
exhibiting a development like Eg. htr, : 

. (., ., 
makdsu, , 

"11V, etc., as suggested by Ember. This S"is Ar. ?, in , 'injure,' 

•, 
'cause,' primarily 'bind, oppress'; cf. Ar. sibb, 'turban,' 

Assyr. ibbu, 'girdle,' 
VJT,, 

'twist,' 
.xtz, 

I 'x , etc., 'tendril,' 
Heb. 

C•• (dissimilation), 'fillet.' Aram. C~WC, 'heap up, grow,' 
clearly belongs with 

.A, 
'grow, grow up,' apparently distinct from 

the other roots Sb. Heb. 22= is apparently anomalous. 
104. spli, 'noble'= "'tr, 'free' (cf. spi, 'be ashamed'="V7, 

PA.., Ember). Similarly, ", 'noble,' is Ar. hurr, 'freeman,' and 

auylu means 'noble' and 'freeman.' In Gardiner, Admonitions, 
p. 24, psw, as synonym of hwd, 'rich,'" is contrasted with 'w5, 'poor,' 
just as auelu with mu'kTnu. Tiele's combination of gab ~ ubsi, 
'peasants' (Thureau-Dangin, Huitieme campagne, p. 7, n. 10; 
Amiaud-Scheil, Salmanasar II, p. 102, where some etymologies are 
rather superficially proposed) with •"TrU cannot be accepted. The 

gab hubsi of the Assyrian inscriptions, and the aml hub~i of the 
Amarna letters, is, as Thureau-Dangin maintains, 'the man sub- 

jected to the corvee' (dup."ikku); hub"u must be derived from 1abdau, 
'crush, grind' (= =~1, 'crush, squash'; "~'=, 'squash, mix,' is 

.• , 
Assyr. habdau, 'mix, confuse,' Creation, III, 136), perhaps a doublet 
of hamadu, y ." Also , 'roughen, polish,' may be a trans- 

position, the fundamental idea being 'crush, make coarse.' From 
'be rough, hard,' comes hd4ab, 'wood, timber' (cf. Assyr. ibisti qi~ti). 
Eg. hbs, 'break, hack,' may further belong here (for sibilant cf. on 0b3). 

105. sfw, 'swell, be exalted' (?fwt, 'swelling'; ?fit, 'power')= 

. 
. •. , 'polish,' is according to Haupt (AJSL, XXVI, 16) 

a loan from Aram. 7J (cf. also Frdinkel, p. 262, on J 9, 'eye 

Eg. 6wd may possibly be connected with 

4. 

, ? 
.3 

, ? z , 'move rapidly,' 

with which Nildeke has tentatively combined rJ17, hadt^, 'rejoice,' and with which idi 

'go down stream' (Assyr. niqilpf), may belong; cf. A 

, 
'be proud, boastful,' and 

2 Rii'Zika's combination of bam48u with U , and 

t1.2tf 

(KD, p. 79) is impossible. 
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salve'= NE' ), but jLl, 'be high,' and ~ 
5; , 'look down from 

above,' are genuine Arabic expressions. For the development 'swell, 
be exalted' cf. 

L/., 
nardbu, which I shall discuss elsewhere. Eg. ?fit, 

'vineyard, Weinberg,' is like karmu, 'mound, vineyard' (t~~), for 
whose primary meaning cf. JAOS, XXXVI, 228. Vines were planted, 
of course, on hills and terraces. 

106. nd, 'acacia' (whence 
'.1 

, Ar. sunt, Assyr. samtu, GB16) = 

Ar. daar, 'tree.' The Acacia Nilotica was, Kar' 7ox7iv, the tree of 
Egypt, whence the Sumerians called it mug-makdna, 'the tree of 

Egypt' (>musukkdnu, je ; Haupt, OLZ, X, 489; JBL, XXXVI, 
145). Similarly the Western Semites called the oak 

^j.b, 
Aram. 

bSW", 'tree.' Such semantic changes are common; cf. iqquru, " 
? , 

'bird,' and) , 'sparrow.' For n<r cf. besides the cases already 

suggested (nhs' and M 
n) the following equations of Ember: cfn=*-* 

(AZ, LI, 120): knkn, 'dance'=' 3" ; pnw, 'mouse'=) ; qnd, 

'baboon'= 
,•; kn== 

M 
(?). Also snm, 'be sad' (Gardiner, 

Admonitions, p. 25), may be zardbu, 'be wretched," and gnbt, . N- E, 
'skin, hide' (Gardiner, PSBA, XXXVIII, 104, renders 'breast'), 
may be ~i , 

iN.4 
(but cf. Muiller in GBI6; b i" might be Ar. 

•L, 
'skin,' with which Haupt has combined Eth. sdbDe, 'man'; cf. MIX, 

4.5, Eg. inm, etc.). 
107. dh4, 'must,' is presumably to be connected with t:7t, 'press 

grapes,' Aram. =7C ; cf. qdf= 7',= = qatdpu (Ember). Assyr. qah4tu 
is probably to be combined with I (Jensen), 'press'; cf. ahdru= 
f.; the became under the influence of the surd c (q). 

Coptic embris, 'must,' may be a loan-word from a Semitic *meris 
(Heb. W U'n, Aram. KR'i", Assyr. m&risu [CT, XXII, 38, 27, 
miris qarani ina pdndtCa (iq)qahat='the must of the wine is being 

1 Zardbu is Syr. 
~T•f, 

'oppress, crush' 
(t."T .'•fI 

is angustia cordis), and perhaps 
also 

L.), 

'hinder' 

(. 

, 'misfortune'), which must be separated from ,')' 'prune,' 

Heb. "t . Haupt now combines 

. 

, 'inclose,' with supi2ru (= 
.). 

Fossey's 

reading zardpu and comparison with 

,)~, 
'flow, shed tears' (JA, XVI, 115 if.) is 

improbable. There are a number of parallel stems meaning 'flow, drip,' as 

, 
), '", 

'C•IT, ,b•, - 
Aram. Z'T, ZTDIT, 

•.i)) 
(sic), etc. 
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pressed out under my supervision'], and meristu [Luckenbill, AJSL, 
XXIII, 293]) from the stem urO, *'press out, deprive' (a), •'•, 
Haupt). Possibly Eg. irp, 'wine,' is originally connected with urO, 
standing then for *irf, like fs, 'roast, cook' (5z2, Brugsch), for p?. 
For f< 0 cf. on fq . 

108. khb, 'strike, push' (of a bull, the wind, WB, VII, 1280) 
may be , 'strike, repulse' (interchange between h and h is not 

uncommon), or P?, 'strike, crush,' kdhima, 'be blunt' (LA, XV, 

109. gmh, 'see'= z. , 'gaze' (LA, XIV, 352, 1. 6 from below: 

L b 
), , 

'stare unblinkingly' 

(?A.1." e 0j 1 S 
U.c), 

and 'pierce with the gaze' 

(lh(. 
3 

t.). 
The root meaning is 

'be bright, hot'; (110) gmht, 'wick' = 

. 
, 'red-hot coal'; 4 

_, 'ardent fire,' is a common synonym of 

•.i 
) . 

111. grh, 'night'-see hk3. 
112. grg, 'equip, found, establish,' probably is to be connected 

with Semitic krr, krk, krkr, primarily 'wind, encircle,' as appears from 

/, 'turn, wind, return,' Aram. "I', 'go around, encircle'= Assyr. 
kardku. Eth. 7C7L : is partial assimilation to the r. Assyr. kardru 

means, besides 'wind,' 'wrap, equip,' and 'lay (foundation), found, 
place, establish' (Johnston, AJSL, XXIX, 122-25). Aram. 

.X.Z is 'city' (first in Pap. 8, Eleph.), properly 'fortified city' (bit d'iri; 
cf. Syr. T`., 

circumvallatus). Assyr. kiriu, 'fortification,' may 
possibly stand for *kirku, by dissimilation; also old Aram. Karkar, 
a common place-name, evidently has the same meaning. It may be 
worth noting that *•, 'talent' (for 

*'•.), 
becomes '11:: in Eg., 

Aram., and orlNcr() P in Coptic (Sah.), by partial assimilation. 
113. grg, 'lie' (o-oX, 'lie, deception'), may be connected with 

..., 
'deceive.' 

114. gh4, 'gazelle'-see under irtt. 
115. go, 'anoint'= , 4"', 'touch, feel, stroke'; cf. 

'stroke' and 
-'E, 

musi, 'anoint' (i.e., 'bestreichen'), also 0, 
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'feel, stroke,' mas'cu, 'smear.' Another of these rhyme words is 

pasasu, 'anoint,' to be connected with 'iV , 'melt,' and OZIE, 

'investigate,' like , and " Z D, properly 'feel one's way.' 

Possibly Eg. gs, 'run,' also belongs here, though the relation is not 
clear. 

116. t, 'land, soil' = , 'black mud' (= ii~.); cf. Lat. humus 

(xaa') = Avestan zam, 'earth.' The stem is closely related to 
adti a, 'tread' (cf. ,c[., 'go,' and red'); Landberg remarks (Datinah, 

II, 1083, n. 1); " LW' 
. 

est done v6ritablement pidtinement, car cette 
vase [autour du puits] se produit justement par le 

s5.) 
des betes" 

(cf. JAOS, XXXVI, 230, on 
\..L', 

'ground trampled by hoofs'). 

Similarly tatd* ='low ground,' while LCW = 'humble, stoop,' like 

e5 , =B (contrast B6hl, Kanaander, p. 1, n. 2). Y' , 'mud, clay' 

(t.tu) 
is a reduplicated form, 'what is trodden,' with which Brugsch 

combined Eg. tit, 'pus, matter,' primarily 'mud, filth.' The old 
combination of t:'t with r'it, on the supposition that Z'U" meant 

originally 'fecal matter,' requires no comment. Aramaic 't;t is 

due, we may suppose, to the contamination of *N•t' and 
*N"', 

(Nr '),'clay, mud.' This principle, which is proving so fruitful in 

Indo-European philology, has been almost entirely neglected by 
Semitists; cf. Frinkel, BA, III, 85, who explains Tunisian L , 
'lion,' as due to the conflation of k1, 'lion,' with 

.AL., 
'hunt.' 

Another reduplication is (117) titi, ' tread.' :Nt:Y, ' sweep,' is doubt- 

less, as has been suggested, a privative, 'clear away dirt.' From 
the same root also come twt, 'resemble' (q.v.) and wt, 'oasis'; cf. 
Ar. ytatY, 'low, moist ground.' Our root must be kept sharply dis- 
tinct from wt, 'wind,' whence wtt, 'snake,' and twt, 'assemble.' 

118. twt, 'equal, resemble,' is to be compared with Ar. 
,dt.ua, 

'be even, level'; attaaa, 'make level'; ydtaaa, 'harmonize, agree.' 
Cf. the stem 'I, ,'L (also cf. on iwds), which unites the meanings 
'be level, agree, resemble.' 

119. twt, 'gather, assemble,' I would refer to the root *tw (wt), 
'to twist,' Ar. ,JcY, 'turn, roll, twist'; cf. pahdru, 'turn, assemble.' 

O)U . ~ k means 'gather around someone,' literally, 'be 
folded upon someone.' 
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120. tnm, 'lose one's way'= JJ, 'seek'; cf. , 'lose,' and 

&4iA :, 'search, seek' (~i&' is 'search for something lost'= = 

). 
"PE, paqddu, 'take care of, watch out for,' shows that 'seek' is 

probably more original than 'lose.' Cf. also f , 'ask, search,' and 

'wander, rove.' The phonetic changes in tnm are all very common; 
cf. hnmr, 'seize' = ~ (mihlab, 'talon'), Ember. 

121. thi, 'cross, transgress'= &A', 'wander'; cf. 1IZ, y7, 
'cross, transgress, wander' (Eg. Cpi, Ember). Ember would com- 
bine the stem with . 0 , 'traverse,' which may be correct, especially 
since alU means also 'be stupefied' like Aram. iM , and may present 
a development like =D*D, X*U/ (&A? , 

. 
ti= 'desert, waste'). 

However, the process here seems to be 'be stupefied, distraught, 
wander.' 

122. th, 'indicator, on a balance,' may be connected with haltu, 
'weigh on the balance' (gisrinnu, zibinitu;1 cf. Harper, Letters, 
No. 292, rev. 11. 4 ff.); cf. 'C~, which Haupt has combined with 

naplusu, 'see'--4dtu means properly 'see, inspect' (for etymology 
cf. under htht, which, it is interesting to note, also appears in trans- 

posed form, thth). 
123. thi, 'become intoxicated'= 

•5 
, 'become sour, be leavened'; 

cf. ~ 'be intoxicated,' while 
. 

= 'sour milk,' and , 'fer- 

ment, rise' ( , 'leaven'=Coptic EM EMHP), and 'intoxicate.' 
124. thb, 'to water, wet'= U, 'sink,' tebzt, 'dip, submerge,' 

m•Q~: 
(cf. ma 'W:), 'dip, plunge.' For h<c cf. 

sf 
= , w~ = 

.w, 
both due to partial assimilation to the preceding consonant. 

A direct connection with mav : is also possible: mavP:= , 

• := (hmn); on the other side cnh, 'goat'= unequ (Hommel), 
with some doubtful cases. I would suggest the comparison of tkn, 
'approach,' and tahp (for final n cf. note on cnh, 'live'), of tk3, 
'lamp,' with ,"3ifr :, 'lamp,' from Itm:, 'light, kindle,' which 

1 Zibdnitu is probably not derived from JT, but is its source; contrast Roz'iika 

KD, p. 93, whose combinations, both Semitic and Hamitic, seem to me most infelicitous. 
Eg. deb (after Reinisch) is db3, which is either gamdlu, ?bt (A.) or (Ember). 

Perhaps zibdnitu stands for ?*ibdnitu, a form like eldnttu<*eldnitu (from , el) from 

Cubb4, 'see, inspect' (Heb. *E)2, by partial assimilation to the 2). 
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can hardly be connected with 
c.?', 

'boil, of a kettle,' which Ember 
has combined with ktwit, 'kettle' (also kt, 'be small, few,' belongs 
with 

&., 
'count' [cf. "IEC2 

'7 and 7 ' 
U•J]; 

Heb. nr, 
'crush,' gives the primary connotation; cf. 

pp', ). 
125. tI, 'yield, retire'= 3=It, 'yield, turn aside,' Eth. d6ta, 'bring 

back, restore,' reflexive, 'return, retreat.'" Here also belong ., 
'withdraw, be unjust, err,' and o , int•:, 

'err' (see GB16, s.v. 

0t:' 
and 'tM ). Barth also brings in 

t41., 
'be volatile, unsteady,' 

which I would combine with 't:, tZ, 'fly, hover over,' and sepa- 
rate from =11. 

126. twf, 'papyrus' (whence ~iN) = Assyr. kup'C, 'reed-(thicket),' 
from kipz2, 'bend'= kapdpu, 71, 7= (whence 

M.-Z, 
'palm 

branch'). 
127. tpht, 'cave, cavity'= Ar. kahf. The root is kp, 'hollow out, 

round out'; cf. Assyr. kuppu, 'basin of a fountain, source of a 

spring,' which resembles tpht in the meaning 'Nile source' and 'reser- 
voir of the underworld' (tp4t Nwnw =kuppu s'a engurri). For 

h<h (perhaps also parallel formations) cf. gmht, 'forehead'= &= 

(Ember); nhm, 'take away, rob' = 
•• 

(Ember); also s.v. nhbt, 
khb, etc. 

128. thn, 'sparkle, flash,' is to be connected with , 'flash 

intermittently, of lightning,' like AJ and Ui , which are more 

original; the root meaning is 'be dull, blunt, dim, dark' (kk, 'dark- 

ness,' for *kiki, may stand for *klkl). From 'keep on being dark, 
be intermittently dark,' follows naturally the complementary idea 
'be bright intermittently, flash' (for the qidd cf. on ccw, 'sleep,' 
ind, tnm.2 

129. d3d), 'shake'= J3 . Assyr. daldlu meant primarily 'hang, 
suspend, exalt,' hence 'praise,' and 'obey' (like na:ddu), 'serve, 
be humble.' Also dalf, •1i, , Rm: had the same force. 

1This is preferable to the etymology given in A JSL, XXXIV, 95. Also At wh 

=.A must be excised, as the Eg. word is too doubtful. 

2 Eg. tfn, 'olive oil,' shows the same development as b q="T and "g'• (Ember, 
AZ, LI, 114), perhaps also zait, 'olive oil,' if connected with Assyr. ziuu, 'brilliance' 

(zimu, IT, -.. 
Blackman has shown recently that Thnw, 'Libya,' means 'the olive 

land'; perhaps Tmh, 'Libyan,' is simply a transposition, with dissimilation (cf. above 
on b mt). 
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130. dhn, 'do obeisance, by touching the forehead to the ground' 
(kowtow), is perhaps denominative of (131) dhnt, 'forehead,' properly 
'the lofty part,' like 

&.*.. 
; (132) dhnit is 'summit of mountain.' 

Hence (133) dhni, 'appoint, promote' ='exalt, elevate, place in an 

important position.' The stem dhn, *'be high,' is identical with 

jp., 
'be swollen and rounded,' of breasts and skin-bottles, a by- 

form of na ddu, Th :A , ' praise, exalt' (also intransitive). In Hebrew 
we have "1•, 'skin-bottle,' Assyr. nddu, from this root (Haupt; cf. 
GB16); cf. nahd, 'female breast,' and natb, 'skin-bottle, big breast." 
For dhnit, cf. 

••i., 
'high dune,' and Assyr. ntdu, 'cumulus cloud' 

(Weidner, Babyl., IV, 179); on "I see GB16. 
134. dbt, 'brick'= 734A :, 

r••Gos, 
'burnt brick,' for *genbdl< 

*gembdl< *gebbdl (KD, p. 134: 0'-lm :, 'scratch, impress,' ground- 
form 

aA."), 
from obsolete stem corresponding to ., 5 , 

'knead, mold,' also of brick. From Eg. dbt (gdbe) comes Coptic 
T(OBE>Arab. 

•o 
> Sp. adobe, 'sun-dried brick,' now a common 

American word. 
135. ddb, 'stab, prick, sting,' may=4. 5, galdbu, 

. 

, 'cut 
with a lash' ( 

'••5), 
'shave with a razor' (naglabu, 

N=5 
). Sinuhe, 

pp. 130 f., ddb means 'stir up, bring together,' primarily like U , 

. 
, , etc., 'prick, incite' (ddb= ddm, Gardiner,Anastasi, p. 23, 

n. 6). So also means 'collect, assemble.' Professor Ember 

may, however, be right in comparing ddb with fj , 'cut' (gidma, 
'whip'). 

SAr. 
, 

which may be Eg. wmt, 'be fat,' is thus illustrated (LA, II, 297): 

tt c L& C .y and 

j4~ ~4J 1 ~jl (p.1 298, . i5).1 
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